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SUMMARY

This study focused on the use of media as resource in an

outeomes-based class (OBE). The research was conducted

mainly in black schools. The researcher established that media

could be used as an effective educational tool, for the new

school curriculum. This study attempted to emphasise the fact

that schools should be provided with both print and electronic

media It also tried to emphasise that rural schools ~uld be

taken into consideration, by improving the infiastructu:re and

supplying them with media equipment and material Of

importance was the discussion of various critical outcomes and

how media can make them practical.

The study showed that educators need support from edJU;atioo

authorities, school management and parents. Further, educators

need more workshops where they could be equippedwith new

teaching methods. This could motivate and inculcate

confidence in educators. In order to have motivated and

confident learners, we need dedicated educators. The



we need dedicated educators. The researcher looked into

various media resources and few steps on how they can be

employed were suggested-

The researcher looked at the new approach to teaching and

learning. which is outcomes-based educatiOlL It was

established that a learner-centred approach. group work and

activity-based learning could be easier with the use of media.

However, as has been mentioned above, in order to be

successful an educator needs proper trainin~ Since the

researcher found that very few schools employed media fur the

effective implementation ofOBE, it was sU&<>ested that p-arents,

schools, NGO's, the goverrnnent, the department of education

and the private sector collaborate in order to devise

mechanisms of making media available in schools. This

collaboration would also help in the pro"ision ofinfra..~

in schools as the available media will need to be kept in

storerooms, strongrooms or locked classrooms and laboratories.

It emerged from this study that the future of OBE was bright as

educators were given a chance of attending workshops and

seminars by their school rnanagernent(s). Of importance,

however, is the sugg~-n.on that the goverrnnent, parents, the
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NGO's, the private sector and schools should assist ID

establishing more media centres that may help augment the

work that is done by schools alone.

The researcher also found that there is a strong feeling that

media have to be employed as early as the level of play and

pre-primary schools. This is. in line with the idea of activity

based learning which emphasises the fact that learning should

be as concrete as possible. It also emerged from the study that

the use of media can really help make the edocator and the

learner partners in the teaching-learning situation.

It became ablilldantIy clear that when educators used media on

outcomes-based education, and more importantly as fucjJitators, a

culture of learning was enhanced. Undoubtedly, learners learn

",,·hen learning was enjoyable and they found success in it.
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CHAPTER ONE

GENERAL Il'tlRODUCTION

1.1 U'lilRODUCTION

The apartheid system in South Africa grossly denied many people

access to opportunities to gain infonnation (kno\li1edge), develop

skills and attitudes or values. This was caused by inequalities,

restrictions in education and training There were different

education systems for different racial groups.

The separation of education departments further promoted and

exacerbated these inequities, inequalities, low standard of

education and level of achievement among black schools in

particular, as they had limited material, ph}'Sical and financial

resources and facilities as compared to white schools. This was

worse \liith regard to teaching-learning media. Thus education

could not be concretised especially among black schools. This

caused a lot of inlnbitions for the learning of black learners in

particular.

This had far-teaching implications for their achievement and

performance. In some iIb'tances it re.-uIted in high fuilure rate,

lack ofmotivation and interest to learn, etc. Equality \liith regard

to distrIbution of resources was totally not there.
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Regarding equality, Dekker and Lemmer (1993: 430) say that

equality may be asserted in terms of the outcomes of schooling,

a view that assumes that different groups or classes of the

population should attain similar levels ofachievement

Consequently, outcomes of schooling were bound to be different

because learners of different racial groups had not gone through

similar or equal schooling system. White learners would perform

better than those of other racial groups. At the end of their

schooling career most of them tended to do sciences and

vocational subjects while their black counterparts preferred

academic subjects or hOeral arts.

The emergence of the new education system necessitates that the

position of media in schooling be considered seriously. Learners

have to really experience their learning practically or concretely.

\\'hen they see, hear, touch, taste, smelI, they learn better. Their

perceptual level is challenged and provoked. This also enhances

creativity, creative imagination, originality, critical and lateral

t:hinking. This study looks into the role of media as a resource

within the context of a new education system which stresses the

importance of outcomes, hence, outcomes-based education

(OBE).

This OBE tends to be a total radical paradigm shift from the old

education system or model that laid emphasis on content rather
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than aims or objectives or outcomes. The emphasis is now on

what learners will achieve at the end of their schooling career.

However, even in the old education system the content could not

be mastered well by both educators and learners as there were

insufficient, inadequate or no learning media to effectively

enhance or promote learning.

The new education system stresses that the learning situation

should create the condition for developing a coherent, integrated ,

flexible learning system to redress the equitable distribution of

resources in schools irrespective of race, creed,.colour or gender.

It must also deal with the inheritance of inequality and ensure the

equitable and efficient sustainable system for all its learners.

The distnbution of resources should take into consideration the

fact that about half of South Africans live in poverty, in rural

areas. Government Gazette (1996 vo1.368:l7) states that there is

a need for an equitable school based formula approach. The

resources that were tL..ro in black schools during the apartheid

period did not challenge the learners' critical thinking There has

been therefore a need for change.

This has led to the introduction of a new curricull"lID (Curriculum

2005), which is the new education model that puts emphasis on

outcomes, and introduces a life-long education system which is
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leamer-centred. It also puts the educator in a position of being a

facilitator of learning . The new ministry of education has made

this education available to everyone irrespective of age, gender,

race, colour, religion, ability or language.

Curriculum 2005 is known as outcomes-based education (OBE).

This outcomes-based education approach does not only aim at

instilling knowledge, but also aims at developing the learner's

critical thinking, skills, attitudes and understanding.. The focus Oil

OBE has given a concern about the competence which the learner

should demonstrate, i.e. knowledge, skills andattitnde, in order

to contnbute to the society and its economy.- .

Outcomes-based education is future-oriented. It focuses on broad

role performance capability and the ability to do complex tasks in

real settings that relate directly to life, therefore it is

transformational Spady (1993) gives another facet of outcomes

based education. He calls it transformational outcomes-based

education. Ob"iousIy this tallies with general outcomes-based

education in that the stress is put on outcomes i.e., what the

learner will be after school. There is no doubt that outcomes

based· education ""ill cause most teachers to reconsider their

methods of teaching, a shift from traditional to co-operative

learning and also towards effective learning and teaching which is

based on critical thinking. It is for this reason that the current
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researcher has chosen to study _. media as resource ill an

outcomes-based education class~.

It is assumed that media as a resource in the class could give the

learners the opportunity to develop all of the above. There is a

variety of media resources, the focus here will be on print media

(newspapers and magazines), and electronic media (radio,

television and computers). These media resources could play a

major role in the new approach to learning and teaching in order

to achieve both specific and critical outcomes. The researcher

does not, however, rule out the importance of other media

resources. They can serve as stimulating support material in

learning when used accordingly.

"Each media has its own way of making sense and meaning."

Bazalgette (1991). That is why the researcher pointed out that in

the new education <fu.-pensation which is based on outcomes.,

media resource will play a pivotal role. Hence, a need has arisen

to conduct a research on this theme (of media) in the context ofits

impact on OBE.

There is a general belief that media resource makes all learners to

be actively involved in a lessolL It caters f~r all levels of

intelligence i.e. even the shv and slow learners can activelv
~ -

participate in learning. The implementation ofmedia resource is a
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shift from a teacher-eentred approach to a learner-eentred

approach. In the learner-eentred approach the learner is not a

passive recipient of information but a co-worker in the teaching

learning situation.. The emphasis is on co-operative learning.. The

educator merely plays the role ofa facilitator.

Due to backlogs in the education system, teachers need to be

trained on how to make use of these media resources as

effectively as they can in their teaching. It will give teachers an

opportunities to use different approaches and a variety ofmethods

of instruction to help each learner to learn effectively. Fle.wility

is encouraged, a teacher will have a choice in choosing media

resource that will help in designing the learning acti...ities in a

more creative and innovative way.

The effective use of media resources will not only improve OBE

effectiveness in the class, but will also prepare the learners to face

some challenges of the changing South Africa as well as

participating internationally. It is therefore important that a

question be posed to whether media could be resourceful in an

OBE class. The focus should also be on what would be the

feelings of educators with regard to the use of media in an OBE
~ -

class.
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1.2 MOTIVATION

It has been mentioned that the South African education system has

had major backlogs because ofapartheid, this research on "'media

as a resource in an OBE class" will attempt to look into ways and

means in which various media resources can contribute to the

success ofOBE

The following are assumptions that media as resource has with

regard to the importance of research for the country and the field

of education, as a whole (and generally)

(i) all children might have access to the same quality of

education i.e. all schools should be supplied with media

resources e.g. computers, televisions etc.

(ii) OBE outcomes could be achieved through the

implementation ofmedia resources.

(m) the use of these resources v.ill promote partnership

and networking bet\veen schools and various

human resources and supportive organisations.

(iv) the approach will be leamer-centred instead of

being teacher-centred.

(v) learning \.ill be fun.

(vi) the majority ofdisadvantaged learners ~will have
~

access to stimulating and informative media resources.

(vii) serious deficiencies and inequality directly affecting
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educator's skills, the self image and the professional

standing will be addressed

("ill) media implementation will create an enviromnent

where learners will be actively involved and they can

work at their mm pace.

(ix) media resources can be used across the curriculum..

(x) educators will receive training on how to make use of

media resources in class.

(xi) the educator has a greater direction for planning, he/she

can make appropriate choices that are best for the

learners in their situations and choices, that will help

learners achieve these outcomes.

(xiii) lack ofmedia equipment and material in schools

""ill be addressed.

Looking at the above assumptions one can, undoubtedly, say that

a study of this nature is important. The national department and

regional departments of education in South Africa are working

hard towards transforming $CatiOIL This also involves

transforming the teaching-learning situation. Traditional methods

of learning which are/were teacher-centred are now giving way to

learner-centred and problem-centred approaches.

This then necessitates new supportive learning techniques that wiII
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support the implementation of OBE. Studies prove that media

utilisation has contributed positively to learnin~ It is therefore

imperative to gauge the role that media can play in the new

education dispensation.

classroom situation, i.e. the role of media resources within the

ambit of the teaching-learning scenario. On a wider scale, the On

a limited scale, the study of this nature concentrates on the study

looks into the role of media resources in the entire education

system. On a much ambitious level, the study attempts to look

into the role of media and after effects for those ""iID have

completed schooling, and they find themselves in workplace

situations. The researcher is not aware of any similar study that

has been conducted in the new education dispensation in South

Africa It is hoped that a study of this nature ""ill invoke renewed

interest in media resources by educators, superintendents, area

managers, regional and national departments of education. More

feasibility studies(on the role of media in education) might be

conducted. Teaching-learning techniques may also improve.

Limitations envisaged for the research

(i) the supply ofmedia resources to schools.especially

expensive resources like computers and teIe"isions.

(ii) shortage ofmedia trainers.
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(iii) poor infrastructure i.e. electricity for the use of

computers, classrooms to be used as computer centres

or media centres.

1.3 STATEME]\'T OF THE PROBLEM

Ne\\TIeld (1993:69) in Print Media Manual (I996:69) says that

media plays an important role, and that the question of media

control and representation are of vital importance. Equally

important is that we, as readers and viewers, reflect critically on

what we see and hear. Prinsloo (1992) in Print Media Manual

(1996:70) also argues that what is for us is to develop

understanding of all media, particularly as we face enormous

political changes in South Africa.. She further says that it is

important for us to put media awareness high on our educational

agenda.

It has come to the attention of the Department of Education and

other interested parties from media, that media can play a major

role in education '!,...hen implemented correctly. A dramatic

reconstruction and transformation of education in South Africa

need to take place.

As has been mentioned pre,..iously, inequality in the provision of

education for different racial groups has grossly affected the
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South African education system. This was evident in lIDequal

financing, inadequate facilities and infra:."1ructure. Media resources

were among the facilities and materials that were totally lacking in

black schools, especially in rural areas. This culminated in

deterioration ofa culture of learning and teaching.

Classen (1968: 491) maintains that in the democratic era, urgent

calls for the restoration ofa culture ofIeaming and teaching have

been made. Unfortunately, enthusiastic and ambitious calls fur a

culture of learning may become rhetoric if no prm.1sion of

resources, materiaL financial, physical, etc., are not provided.

Sub - problems

This OBE approach requires that the learner should aclIieve

certain specific and critical outcomes. These are general skills,

competencies and values a learner should demonstrate. They are

the intended learning results which must be "isible and observable

and they should be assessable. This has not been happening in the

past. As this is a problem, the supportive role of media is,

therefore essential.

Media resources require infrastructure (e.g. media centres) for its

effective implementation in the cIasSIOOIIL Poor physical
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resources m schools could be addressed when this lcind of

learning and teaching approach is introduced.

Teachers lack skills on how to teach using media in the class

room, however the new approach to learning, (OBE), emphasises

fleXibility, the use ofa variety of learning resources and different

teaching methods in learning, therefore, for the proper and correct

implementation of media resources, educators need to be

equipped with methods and strategies of using media resources in

class. Courts ( 1996:16, 118) is of the opinion that the effective

teacher is one who can bring about intended leanring outcomes.

All teachers must be life long learners.

Throughout their careers teachers should be at the vexy forefront

of learning, developing their own knowledge about the world

around them and the skills that will enable them to commlmieate

this knowledge to many learners who will pass through. their

hands over the years. Certainly OBE educators will play a

paramount role.

Rural schools have a problem of being neglected.. They are not

supplied with learning and teaching material and equipment

Through this research their problems could be- solved and the

poSSIbilities of getting media resources as well as iIlfrID."1nlcture

could be made.
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Speedy (Report No.5 (1993):3,4,27) maintains that classrooms

and school buildings are adequate settings for developing and

assessing its role perfonnances. He further states that outcomes

based actually means practical reality, an outcomes is an actual

demonstration in an authentic context.

What learners learn at school should link to real life sitnation.

Hence, to make the classroom sitnation a place of reality, media has

to be utilised.. To achieve the desired outcomes media usage is

really esseutial.

1.4 An·IS OF THE STUDY

The follo\\1ng are the aims of the study :

- Basic aims :

(i) To investigate the role ofmedia in an OBE class.

(ii) To gauge the educators feelings on the role ofmedia

- General aims :

(i) To investigate the impact ofmedia resources on learning

and teaching cultlLre.

(ii) To ascertain whether the use ofmedia can concretise the

learning sitnation.

(iii) To investigate whether the use ofmedia in education is

in line ",ith technological developments generally.



("i) To investigate the role ofmedia in facilitating a child

centred learning scenario.

(vii) To investigate ways ofequipping educators ",ith

methods and strategies of implementing media

resources.

("iii) To assess whether the use ofmedia resources enhance

learner-teacher partnership.

1.5 FORMULATION OF THE HYPOTHESIS

* The primary hypothesis for this dissertation is that '"media as

a resource can play a major role in imprming the standard of

education and in contributing towards effective learning in an

outcomes-based education class (OBE).

Minor Hypothesis

* Educators feel that media can be of resource in an OBE class.

* It is also hypothesiSed that some primary and secondary

schools are presently implementing the media resources.

1.6 DEFE\TIION OF TER.'IS ICONCEPTS

1.6.1 Media

It is an umbrella term for a variety of impersonal techniques to

communicate collective contents to the masses at large ",ithout
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any personal contact between a sender and a recipient. It includes

radio, television, newspapers etc.

1.6.2 Outcomes Based Education (OBE)

Gulting et. al (1998:24) define outcomes-based education (OBE) as

focusing and organising an education system around what is

essential for all students to be able to succeed at the end of their

learning experiences.

It is a model that reflects a paradigm shift from a content-based

curriculum to an outcomes-based curriculum. It is a term used to

imply that everything will be designed and organised around the

intended outcomes, which a learner needs to demonstrate at the end

of a learning programme. It is an approach that aims not only to

increase the general knowledge of learners, but to develop their

skills, critical thinking, attitudes and understanding. It focuses not

only on what one learns, but also how one learns.

1.6.3 National Qualifications Framework (NQF)

It is the frame-work into which the government is trying to fit and
~ - ~

organise all education and training. It is a national framework and
.... .''0.

a new approach to education and training that is organised by the

South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA). It prmides an
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instrument for an integrated approach to education and training as

well as equality assurance mechanism for an upgrading of the

knowledge and skills of all South Africans. It is not just a

framework into which things are to be fitted and organised, but it

is also a cnllection of principles and methods that can be used to

shape the framework that we want. This new structure \O\'ill enable

learners to move between learning environments and still have the

learning they have achieved and recognised.

1.6.4 South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA)

SAQA is a board with 30 members, all from different sectors,

such as the trade union movements, education and training

providers, non-governmental organisations, business and industry.

They are responsible for building an education and training system

that ~tablishes equality for all South Africans and that improves

the quality of education and trainine It has the power to set up

and maintain the NQF.

1.6.5 Curriculum

It is considered to be one of building blocks of any education

system and is often studied against the background of the

education SYstem or educational cbaDlre as a whole. It is. ~

everything planned by educators, parents, education anthorities

and learners, which will help develop the learner. A curriculum is
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influenced by the needs of the community. A curriculum is simply

defined as a course to fUlL

1.6.6 Curriculum 2005

It is the National Department of Education new curricuImn design,

the new education and training system which introduces a Iifu

long education system which is learner-centred. It is designed to

promote the development of well-rounded individuals who are

equipped to be respoIlSlble citizens ofour democratic countIy.

Curriculum 2005 is based on an outcomes-based (OBE) approach

to teaching and learning. It emphasises critical thinking, leamer

educator activity, learner-centredness focus on intended

outcomes/objectives and the educator as a facilitator.

1.6.7 Outc{)mes

Outcomes are designed by SAQA and are divided into critical and

specific outcomes. Outcomes are openly stated and commonly

known. They are results of a learning process and refer to what

you know and can do. They are measurable targets that learners

and educators need to attain.. Learners are expected to show what

they learnt in different ways. Outcomes must be able to be seen

and heard. They are skills, knowledge and attitudes which a

learner is expected to demonstrate. Outcomes are assessed in

different ways.
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1.6.8 Critical Outcomes

These are life-long outcomes for allleamers. OBE has 12 critical

outcomes which are designed by the SAQA and apply to all the

learning areas. A term that is used to d...oscn1Je generic, cross

curricular learning outcomes. These cross-field outcomes are

broad. These permeate all learning and teaching and refer to the

general things learners can do and understand, which matters in all

learning areas, e.g. problem solving and communicating.. Critical

outcomes are central of all learning and teaching in South African

schools. The first seven critical outcomes are skills and

knowledge based, and the last five are more to do with attitudes.

1.6.9 Specific Outcomes

They refer to the specific knowledge, attitudes and understanding

which should be displayed in a particular context A term is used

to describe learning outcomes specified for individual areas, e.g..,

of learning at different levels of complexity. It refers to special

skills, knowledge, attitudes and understanding in a particular

context. For instance, a specific unit standardffocus or a job as

well as broader areas of experience such as community

development. Through sixty six specific outcomes which are

developed m the eight learning areas, critical outcomes are

attained.
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1.6.10 OBE Assessment

It is the process ofm~llringwhat the learner understands, knows

and can do. It is a process concerned with gathering of

information in order to identifjr strengths and weaknesses. It tests

skills, attitudes and knowledge. It is a way of recording progress.

It is ongoing, a learner's progress is monitored continuously. It is

integral to teaching and learning. It should match the outcome,

and should directly and perfectly reflect the outcome that has been

detennined.. Assessment should thus mirror the outcome. Both

the teacher and the learner are able to determine whether

outcomes have been achieved..

1.6.11 Competence

"The capacity for continuing performance within specified ranges

and contexts ~--uIting from the integration of a number of specified

outcomes". (Interim policy for ECD, 1998:1). This is demonstrated

when learners are able to combine the use of skills., information and

understanding which is necessary to a particular learning situation,

"itb critical outcomes at a required level of performance. The

recognition of competence in this sense is the awarding of a

qualification.
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1.6.12 An Educator/Teacher

van Schallrnyk (1988:34) defines an educator/teacher as a person

through whose influence learning is effected. An educator must

be registered as a professional educator and should have educative

teaching as his profession.

1.6.13 Learner

A learner is an educand who must learn through intentional

COnsCIOUS, active, purposeful, willing involvement in hisiher

education.

1.6.14 Class

For the purpose of this study a class would refer to a group of

learners who have to be taught by an educatOT ",no is

pedagogically qualified to execute hisiher professional tasks.

Further, a class in this case denotes no distinctive grouping of

learners.

1.6.15 Resource

A resource is a means to achieve an end result_ It could be an

equipment OT a material that is ntilised as an aid to assist in

achieving an outcome.
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1.6.16 Leamer-CentredAnproach

The learner is the focus. Learners are exposed to a variety of

activities, they explore and are totally engaged, they fully

participate in the lesson. Learners play an active role. Learners

take respollSlbility of their learning by being actively involved in

research, debate and experiments. Media resource promotes

hands-on tasks. There is less teacher talk and more activity-based

learning.

1.6.17 Teacher-Centred Approach

The teacher plays an active role as a distrIbutor or transmitter of

knowledge. Teachers often lecture to impart information.

Learners are passive, a teacher is responsible for delivering

information and knowledge. The teacher dictates without taking

into consideration different levels ofability oHearners.

1.6.18 Content-Based Learning

The lesson or activity is concerned with the understanding of

knowledge only. Teaching is confined to a classroom base, there

is little focus on creative expression. The emphasis is on memory,

practice and rote learning.
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1.6.19 Facilitator

A crucial role performed by the teacher in making learners to

wOIk effectively and ensure that meaningful learning takes place.

The teacher encourages, guides, and monitors progress. He!she

does not dominate the class. A facilitator will encourage activity

based learning.

1.6.20 Versatile

Capable of dealing with many subjects, or ha"ing many uses.

Media resources could be used across the cunicuIum. They are

versatile in the sense that they can be used for various subjects.

1.6.21 Infrastructure

The basic structural foundations of a society or enterprise, e.g.

buildings, apparatus, media, etc. In this study the word

infl-<b"iructure ",ill be used to refer to all movable and immovable

media resources.

1.6.22 Method

Special form of procedure, orderliness in arrangement of ideas,

technique ofacting.



1.5 METHODOLOGY .~'"D METHOD OF
CO~1JIJCTL"G THE STL"DY A....1J DATA
PROCESSL'fG

A. PROCEDURE OF COLLECTING Il\TORMATION
OR DATA

Data was collected by interacting \vith selected persons in their

setting and by obtaining relevant docrnnents. In this research

information was collected from educators, media people,

department of education superintendents, learners and other:

relevant parties.

Data collection strategies

(i) Observation:

There was an interactive or participant observation. This included

observations of what occur in the field e.g. behaviour. People

were observed in their natural surroundings.

(ii) Interviews:

Open-response que,1ions to obtain data of participant meaning

was done.

(iii) Docrnnents collection:

This descn"bes people's experience, knowledge, action and

values e.g. official documents and personal docrnnents.
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* The past and recent past selected sources were descn1Jed and

interpreted.

* Questions were prepared to collect data from educators and

media people. These were both open-ended and closed

ended questions.

Statistical results were presented "'Iifu numbers. The responses of

educators which were collected through questionnaires were

analysed by means of a computer and were then intetptded

accordingly.

Analvsis and Interpretation of data Collected through Inteniews.

Data from participants was analysed and interpreted accordingly.

1.8 SlJM~L.\RY OF CHAPTERS

Chapter One

This chapter contains the general introduction and orientation to

the problem. It is the general outline of the dissertation. It

consists of the motivation to the study, the sllUetllent of the

problem, the aims of the study, the explanation ofterms or



concepts, the methods of conducting the study and analysis of

data.

Chapter Two

This chapter discusses some theoretical backgrmmd on media in

education and its relevance to outcomes-based education. It

focuses on the philosophical views and some schools of thought

on the role ofmedia in schooling.

Chapter Three

This chapter shows some forms of media resources and their

relevance to OBE e.g. print, radio, tele"ision, computers.

Chapter Four

Chapter four discusses the research design and the method of

research that is used in the study. Research tools are also

discussed.

Chapter Five

This chapter gives the tabling, analysis and interpretation ofdata.

-Chapter Six
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This chapter contains the research findings, recommendations,

conclusion and bibliography.

1.9 CONCLUSION

This chapter focused on the past apartheid education system..

That system promoted inequalities, and Iow standards of

education in South Africa

This would take place through the implementation of outcomes

based education, which would bring about a drastic transfonnation

of the current system. Media as a learning resource will

contribute to the snceessful implementation ofOBE.

This chapter looked into the statement ofthe problem, motivation

for the study, aims, definition of terms, the proposed

methodology of investigation analysis and interpretation of data.

The next chapter \-Vill look at some opinions of some schools of

thought on the role of media. The role of a :faciIitator in an OBE

class will be investigated. It ",ill further look at a Ieamer-centred

approach that is effected by a facilitator in an OBE class.
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CHAPTER. TWO

SOME THEORETICAL BACKGROU1''U Oi~ MEDIA. IN

EDUCATION Ac"i"D THEIR RELEVANCE TO OBE

The previous chapter focused on the general introduction and

orientation to the problem It also looked at the statement of the

problem and aims of study. Chapter one gave a general outline of

the subject. It posed a question as to Vtny media should be utilised

as resource in an OBE class. There thus is a need to follow-up on

this by investigating media theoretical background in education and.

its relevance to OBE Some views of certain schools of thought"

certain critical outcomes, media and leamer-«ntredness and the

role ofthe educator in the use ofmedia, are discussed.

.
Philosophers have always tried to discover many aspects,

attempting to clarifY and answer questious that people raise. They

have also tried to come up with troths using deductive and

inductive methods. Furthermore, they have tried to give meaning

to que:.-tions raised and they have also pointed out the implications

of their answers to the entire human co-e:cstence.

:Many thinkers in different fields have drawn on their experiences

as educators and have aL~ endeavoured to transfer their

knowledge and techniques to others. It is exciting to see that the
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educational phenomenon is one of the powerful stimulus to

philosophical thought. Philosophers have always meditated on

issues affecting education as a pheoomenOIL They have shown

interest in thought progression and this has had implications fur

changes in life as a whole. It is now amazing that their

discoveries drawn from the experiences as educators, as well as

their beliefs have influenced and made a strong impact in

nowadays' education systems. In this chapter the researcher

wants to show how these philosophical ideas cnntinne to have

relevance for education at present. These philosophical views or

epochs are viewed or studied in relation to media in education and

their implicit or explicit relevance to OBE.

Philosophers in education studied the role ofmedia in education,

as well as the ways in which media can be used effectively in the

classroom. As it was mentioned in chapter one that OBE tends to

be a total radical paradigm shift from the traditional teaching and

learning method, OBE has its basic assumption, the importance of

life-long learning. This notion refers to all citizens, that they

should have a desire and ability to contimre tol~ to apply and

develop new skills, knowledge and attitudes. Media utilisation can

ensure the educator that learners will play a meaningful role in

society as adults, and be life-long media users. .
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Gulting (1998 : 4) believes that learners should be provided with

positive learning experience in order that they become motivated.

He continues, to say that learners should be encouraged to reflect

on their own learning progress and to develop the skills and

strategies needed to study through multi-media prograunnes.

Media resources can contnbute towards positive learning

experiences as they offer the individual learner an opportunity to

develop to hisJher full potential. This can be achieved through

satisfYing personal and individual interests and needs. Efficient

use of learning resources often requires special mofu.'ation,

guidance and assistance. Gulting (1997: 45).

It was mentioned previously that the separation of departments (

according to racial groups) promoted and exacerbated inequities

and inequalities. Most black schools have limited physical

infrastructure, therefore they will need to remodel their existing

facilities in order to meet the new demands and needs of the

technological era for effective learning and teaching. This

challenge calls for media educators and the learners to be creative

and try to solve the above problems in the best possible way, to

create a cheerfUl, yet functional annospbere in converted fucilities

by, keeping the media material and equipment safe-and tidy .
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2.2 PHILOSOPIDCAL VIEWS ~.\l'l) THEORY ON

THE ROLE OF MEDl.i\.

Griesel and ObeIholzer (1994:18) observe that in the past teaching

was almost exclusively intellectual in its approach. bnt modem

methods are directed at a wide variety of activities in the chiId~s

existence and school syllabuses make due provision for this.

Traditionally, learners were taught in a conventional 'teacher-talk'

style, there was too much rote learning. Learners were not taught

how they could solve problems, but were taught and assessed on

how well they could recall the specified learned material.

The main purpose of the syllabus was to prepare school-leavers

for possible admission to tertiary-level stndy. The syllabus listed

some content description and sets of objectives directed to a

teacher's teaching, and usually descIibed intentions which

teachers hoped to apply in their teaching. The new Curriculum

2005 which is based on an outcomes based (OBE) approach to

teaching and learning turns this traditional design almost on its

heacl It acknowledges the intellectual (knowledge) development

ofa child and further stresses the importance of skills and attitude

development. This is developed when a child is exposed to a

wide variety of activities. ~fulti-media resoorces are able to

perfOIll1 the above. Spady, (Report No.5) also emphasises the use
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of a ,"vide variety of acti"ities by saying that expanded opportmrity

should be provided where learners are given practical support for

learning success.

Media resources are mostly used as practical resources and they

give each learner an opportunity to practise and to do a task in a

number of ways. Some advantages of using media in the

classroom is that it aims to orientate learners to the infonnation

based environment in wirich they live by developing their media

user skills. It is vital that the learner be able to use a "ariety of

media in order to find information he/she will need in future. thus

working towards achieving the critical outcomes which are life

long.

The introduction of outcomes-based education has made a strong

influence on the nature of teaching and learning. Learning

programmes are designed to provide a range of learning

possibilities, offering learners opportunities in choosing what,

where, when and how to learn. Learning programmes fur each

learning area are broad and fle.'(lole. For each learning

programme the educator has to take into account both critical and

specific outcomes. These are clear learning results that learners

should demon..<:trate at the end of significant learning experience.

and only help complement the needs ofthe learners.
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Curtis (1971: 272) cites Roussean as saying that: learners should

be tmgbt what they are to practise when they come to be men" not

what they ought to forget. This is in line with one ofOBE slogans

which says, "tell me and I fo~ teach me and I remember,

involve me and I learn.'" As has been previously stat~OBE is a

Iife..long learning. It is therefore important that learning which

occurs daily at school should try to work towards achieving

certain critical outcomes. Gulting et al (1998:10) say that

education and training must aim, therefure, to develop in all

learners irrespective of age, race, geographical location, or

gender, the critical outc{)mes accepted as appropriate for South

Afiican education and training system. OBE outcomes are clearly

defined and should be attained by each learner. As GuIring

observes that, it does not matter whether you are old or young,

white or black, from rural or UIban, female or man, one is entitled

to these outcomes. The researcher looks into some of the critical

outcomes and how the u...--e of media resources can work towards

achieving them.

These critical outcomes are taken from "Outcomes-Ba...--ed

Education'" by H. Van Der Hors! andR. McDonald (1998:49-50).
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2.2.1 Critical Outcome 1

* Work effectively with others as members of a team group.

organisation and community.

"Dewey conceived of education as a social process by which the

immature members of the group, especially children, are brought

to participate in a group life"'". Ornstein and Levine (1993:138)

For many years classroom practise was dominated by a teacher

standing in front of a class. There was a cbaik: and talk mode of

teaching. Media activities promote a socialisation process.

Learners are seldom alone in the media centre. They gain a better

understanding of one another. Learners are encouraged to use

media facilities in harmony with other learners. The school is

partially respons1ole for educating learners to live ""ith one

another.

GuIting etal (1998:32) maintain that effective working teams can

collectively discover and solve significant problems, and work

successfully with others and get their potential solutions

implemented.. Gulting et.a! (199B) see working together as a

development of co-operative learning where leamers can work

together as a team to discover and to solve problems. Well

prepared. media acti~ities encourage team work and challenge
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learner's thinking. The group may have different opinions to a

problem because of their uniqueness, however, when team spirit

has been properly cultivated, learners will come up VIIith a solution

to that particular problem as a team.. Everyone in a group will be

happy about the decision taken.

2.2.2 Critical Outcome No. ')

* Collect, analyse, organise and critically evaluate information.

Vink eta! (1993:105) emphasise the fact that there should be an

evaluation of information and a mechanism of making sure that it

is correct by consulting more than one source. Learners can

collect information from different media resources i.e. they can

follow the same story from the newspaper, radio, and TV. They

may analyse the information that has been collected from these

different sources. They can compare the information during this

staeae using critical thinking. They can identify truth, try to jdentify

facts and opinions. Learners can then organise the information in

the way that it makes sense and gives meaning to the next person.

They can also sequence facts or opinions. An organised summary

to a story can be written. At the end learners can critically

evaluate all the information that they came up with.
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As learners grow they will easily demonstrate this critical

outcome. They will not take things as they have heard or read

them and give conclusions. They will, however, critically analyse,

organise and evaluate information. This is important fur a

classroom situation. It is socially, economically, politically and

spiritually relevant too.

It is important to note that through this critical outcome and proper

use of media we may find that we have a society of critical and

lateral thinkers. This is what the world as a whole needs

desperately. Critical and creative thinkers can constrnctiveIy

shape and model the world and add more meaning to life as a

whole in many ways.

2.2.3 Critical Outcome No. 3

* Communicate effectively usmg visuaL mathematical, and

language skills in the modes oforal and/or written presentation.

Media is a tool for communication. Media resources can make

good communicators who can reveal what and how they fuel and

think Poor communication can only get part of the message

across, which leads to misunderstanding and misinterpretation.

Media can help towards achieving the four basic comnnmication



skills which are reading., listening., writing and speaking and many

other life skills.

To make few examples :

- A reading skill can be developed by using newspapers and

magazmes. Learners have a lot to read. There are many

intere~'-1ing stories for children and youtlL They can also develop

their scanning and skimming skills.

- Audio media e.g. a radio can easily develop a listening skill.

Their concentration skill·will also be developed. They are able to

listen to people they communicate with.

- A speaking skill is developed when learners are given a chance

to talk about what they have read in the print media or have

watched. from an audio visual aid (TV), or what they have heard

over the radio. An educator can develop a number of activities

that will make learners speak.

- Learners can write what they have heard or seen from media

Different writing activities that prepare learners for future writing

skills can be done e.g. using the classified. section of a newspaper

to apply for a job. Learners can also create a story about a pic~

thereby learning to be creative. ,
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2.2.4 Critical Outcome No. 4

.* Identify and solve problems and make decisions using critical

and creative thinking

Every picture tells a stmy. Learners can identifY things in the

picture. They analyse a pictnre using their critical and czeative

thinking in order to give meaning. They can also read a stoIy in a

newspaper and in their groups, try to identifY the problem. They

brainstorm their ideas in order to produce poSSible solutions to a

problem. Learners should learn to make a choice between two or

more solutions to a problem. They should be able to distinguish

between simple and comple.'t solutions. As they grow older they

\\illleam that a problem is natural and that by using their critical

and creative thinking skills, a problem is easily solved and

manaaed.o

Although some resonrces were not used in education some years

back, philosophical ideas and opinions are relevant to modem

learning aids that are now being introduced in schools. Their

suggested methods of teaching are relevant modem ways of

learning. They cannot be overlooked, they should serve as a base

for our education and training transformation. We should build on

them. OBE suggests that an educator should use the background
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knowledge of a learner when introducing the new lessoa An

educator should find out what the learners know about the topic

he/she is about to introduce. From there he/she adds to what

learners already know. That is moving from the known to the

unknown. We are also moving from what other philosophers have

discovered and clarified. There is no doubt that: a scrutiny of

philosophical "iews implicitly or explicitly display that there is a

closely-knit relationship between media usage and what some past

educators have postulated. It is therefore incumbent upon the

current researcher to look into this relationship.

2.3 SOME SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT: THElR

OPII'll:ONS ON THE ROLE OF MEDIA IN

SCHOOLING

Schools of thought came out with different opinions as to how

learning should take place. These views have bad an invaluable

input in education as a whole. A few schools of thought will be

discussed. Their effect on the teaehing-leaming situation and

implications for OBE will be surveyed.
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2.3.1 Pragmatism

Pragmatism or experimentaJist philosophy is based on change and

the reconstruction of experience. Children are seen as dynamic

beings, they are changing beings; who continuously reconstrnct

expenence. As they interact with the physical and social

environment, their personal and social experiences are

reconstructed and learning occurs. For a pragmatist, education is

an experimental process, learners learn by doin~ Learners

interact with the world around them. Pragmatists prepare the

learner fur life.

Ozmon and Carver (1995: 152) maintain that pragmatists have

rejected the tendency of traditional approaches to curriculnm in

which knowledge is separated from experience and is fragmented

to compartmental.isation. Education is a cmnulative growth.

Learners are free to grow and are free to promote their own

growth. This does not mean that they are free to do whatever

pleases them, but are free to do what yields to the achievement of

outcomes.

P:r:agmatists favour a learner who grows independently and in

freedom. The learner in the media lesson is free to interact with
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others and to make a choice when a decision is to be made, In

order to develop all potentialities, an individual may need

experience for future growth. Features of education are activities

whereby learner's experiences are reorganised and whereby a

process of cumulative grow1h can be best served by a project

method Media equipment needs that an educator organises

hisiher class in a way that will be conducivel~ Pragmatists

like a

functional school building with movable furniture, and that is how

they believe a media school should be.

A pragmatic approach introduces a practical problem-solving style

of learning. Media aeti\;ities are thus designed to develop

learners' critical and creative thinking in order to solve problems.

Real-life situations encoUIae<Je a problem-solving ability. It makes

learning interesting when learners solve problems using stories

which are found in newspapers, TV's or radios. The school is a

place where learners should be prepared to cope with problems in

real life situations.

Pragmatists prefer flexible methods to teaching., for they maintain

that there is no single way to educate childrelL Edocators are

encouraged to use various methods when teaching. Learners are

unique, they learn differently and at different paces. Pragmatists
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adhere to action-oriented education. Learners are given a chance

to act. Media resources keep learners in action. It is therefore

:important that media material prepared is apPlOptiat~ for the

development and intellectual levels of learners. This inspires and

motivates learners to learn.

2.3.2 Progressivism

Ozman and Craver (1995:190) state that progressivism argued

against traditional school practices that stress mindless mutine,

rote memorisation, and authoritarian classroom management

styles. Progressi"ists advocate a shift from traditional schooling

and they work towards transformational schooling. The

introduction of different media resources in schools, especially

those for blacks, is one step forward towards transforming

education in South Africa. This is emphasised by progressnists

who stress a need for change in order that an individual and

society can be made better.

It condenms the exclusive reliance on bookish methods of

instruction. It is opposed to abstract philosophies where the

emphasis is more on knm.ving than on doing. It has been realised

that not only textbooks should be a learner's aids,.. They say that a

learner's interest is important. Learning: aids should vaIY to

stimulate the learner's interest. That serves to e"'qJlain why they
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condemn the exclusive reliance on bookish methods of instmction

or on the textbook. The learner should be h"bernted from

traditional emphasis on rote learning, lesson recitation and

textbook.

2.3.3 Reconstructionism

Ozman and Craver (1995: 182) maintain that as future children

grow up, they may receive more of their education at home

through various media, such as computer, television, tapes., radio.

Reconstructionism emphasises the need to change. The

introduction of various media can bring about change, as we are

trying to attain certain outcomes. For most South Africans the

school is a place ",-here they can be able to learn using media

resources. It was pointed out in chapter one that South Africa is

in a transformational process. The country as a whole is tI)'ing to

redress the imbalances of the past and this is also the case in

education as well. There are homes, especially for whites which

have media resources for their children t6 use. Children should be

allow~for extended learning periods, it may be one to two hours

after school to stay behind and use media resources. At the same

time

this is an encouragement that P31ents who can afford should buy

some media resources for their children to use at home.
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The reconstructionist approach stresses that educators should

prepare children for the future. It is thus important that life skills

be developed. Media is therefore the best alternative. They

should develop some material and give projects where Jeamers

examine posSlole real-life situations, that is why reconstrnetionists

see the school changes in a way that ",,-ouId contribute to a new

and better society. Learners can be prepared to face the world

around them at an early stage. Even a drop-out can fit in that

particular society because he/she will be able to earn a living.

Reconstructionism focuses on the fact that there should be a link

between the school and the home. This will make pments

understand their learners' needs. They will contribute to the

school by taking old newspapers to school, buy pritt for pasting

pictures, etc. Educators are viewed as beings who should explore

new possibilities through action. This means that an edncatoc

should be active, see alternatives to bislhermethods ofteaching

They have to strive toward achieving the goals as well as lero:ners'

achieving the desired outcomes. That is why recOustmctiOIDsm is

said to be flexible. It emphasises the "do~ or ..action~ in certain

instances although not in a manner pragmatism does. Educators

are no longer trnnSInitters of knffi\!1edge, and leamers are also no

longer passive recipients. Learners play an active role by being

creative, analytical and critical in making decisions.. -
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These schools of thoughts agree on a number of aspects. They

view an educator as a guide to the learner. He/she is not a

transmitter of knowledge. He/she has to motivate learners to

learn. He/she encourages learners to work independently.

Activity-oriented approach should be used, where learners are

encouraged to participate fully. They see the learner as the focus

of learning. All learning should be designed taking into

consideration the learner's backgrOlllld, needs and interests.

Learning should focus on a child as a learner. Learners should be

encouraged to work in groups in order to develop both personal

and interpersonal skills. Learners are not passive, but are actively

involved in the lesson because as children they are active. The

school is seen as a place where learners are free to experiment,

play and to express themselves. They are against the traditional

approach to learning where a school is an anthoritati..'e place.

They are opposed to traditional methods where rote learning and

memorisation are encouraged. They want the edncator to use a

variety of methods that ",ill inspire and motivate learners to learn.

They prefer fleXible methods that can be used in various ways.
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2.4 MEDIA AI\'D THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

Ornstein and Levine (1981: 470) maintain that a pragmatist

educator does not attempt to dominate learning but seeks to guide

it by acting as a director or facilitator ofthe students' research. In

an OBE class, a facilitator's fimction is to create opportunities for

guided self-discovery, meaning, meeting learners at their level,

and leading them towards completing a task at hand.. The

facilitator is the guide. Educators will no longer feel the pressure

of having to be sources of all knowledge. Educators must see

themselves as "facilitators", not teachers, i.e. an educator's job is

to provide fertile learning environments, not simple answers. The

role ofan educator will be both learner-eentred in hislher teaching

method, and more participative, in hislher management style.

Omstein and Levine (1987:146) further contend that educators

should provide a setting for appropriate interactions between

children and their emironment An educator gives initial input,

adds to unknown and prmides feedback and assessment. The

educator guides learners as they are involved in the activity.

Helshe renders help by going round to each group and provides

support until helshe senses the need to call everybody hack

together for specific teaching or to share something that one

particular group has discovered or achieved-
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Omstein and Levine (1987:474) further contend that progressive

educators who follow an experimentalist philosophical orientation

generally incorporate problem solving, projects, group work and

activities into their instructional methodology and classroom style.

The educator prepares stimulating media activities. HeJshe

structures the learner's learning so that they are all engaged in

their work The activity should fit into the learner's experience.

The activity should be challenging and be able to develop a

number of skills e.g. problem solving, analysing, intetpn:tation

and predicting. It is therefore .-ita1 that the educator is clear as to

what media resource will be relevant for a certain task, and the

supporting learning aids that will be needed in order to complete a

task: e.g. dictiOIJaIy or reference book. The educator has to allow

for individual, pair and group work depending on the task she/he

has prepared for the learners.

Educators must begin to introduce group work into their lessons.

Thev have to take into consideration the learner's abilities,

interests, needs and gender. The educator has to allow enough

time for all the learners to participate in such a way that they all

develop understanding skills. It is then important that the topic is

appropriate for a particular group of learners, ifpossible the topic

has to be wide enough for the group to have a choice as to what
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media resource a group can uti1L~ to complete the~ to appeal

to vaI)Wg interests and levels of ability and perhaps both sexes

{boys and girls}.

The educator should be able to pIan the time for the completion of

each task. The length of the acfuity should match the learner's

ability. He/she has to check e.g. that the newspaper contains the

information that is needed for the completion of the activity.

He/she plans and identifies and lists the material and resources

that will be required before giving the task to the learners.

The educator has to make the learners aware of the outcomes that

he/she wants them to achieve out of the acti,,,ity. OBE requires

educators to focus on the outcomes of education rather than

merely teaching informattOIL The educator should explain the

assessment criteria to the learners. OBE says that teachers must

continually assess their own and their learners' progress; therefore

assessment will help both the educator and the learner to identify

their strengths and weaknesses.

Assessment tells the educator how effective hisiher teaching has

~ how effective the resources have been and how effective

he/she has managed the learning process. Media resource e.g.
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computer makes it easy for the learner to do self-assessment. The

learner easily identifies the keys he/she canoot work: with in the

computer in order to complete the task. Group assessment is also

easy as each group can assess its achievement by matching its

results with the predicted outcome, the educator keeps an

overview ofpupils' competence and progress.

The use of media resource creates a lively and enjoyable learning

environment. Learners learn best ",,-hen their curiosity is

stimulated. Media resources are enjoyable and make learners to

be eager to learn. Learners learn best when they are interested in

what they are doing and enjoying themselves.

The educator is the manager of the class. He/she should make sure

that life skills are developed e.g. tolerance, respect in the class

e.g. it is not always possible to have enough computers for each

learner, therefore w-hen a learner or a group is using a computer

they should come in turns. The educator should establish ground

rules, in other words, the educator has to be clear abont the

desired outcomes, break them do\\TI into measurable peIfonnance

criteria. The educator has to discuss what hefshe wants to acbi~'e

with the learners, why hefshe is managing the class in a particular

way, learners are then likely to be motivated. Learners \loin

develop a sense of responsibility fur all media resoun:es in their

class. Educators should think about the physical arrangement of

desks and chairs in the room. They must make sure that
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classroom arrangement is conducive to team-work and the easy

sharing of ideas amongst learners. There should be enough space

to allow learners as well as the educator to move from one group

to another. Educators have to understand each learner. They have

to appreciate individual learners' different rates and sequences of

development every step of the way.

2.5 MEDIA. Ai~l) CHILD-CENTREDi"l~SS

There is an mgent need to prepare learners effectively to

participate and function confidently in the context of a changing

world. Learners need to be prepared for the twenty-first centnry

and for further education. Confidence and insight will enable

learners to develop their skills and concepts as they progress.

With the introduction of OBE and the inclusion of media in the

curriculum, learners stand to benefit most from the new education

system. Teaching has become more learner-centred. This is a

shift from the traditional approach which is teacher-centred.

OBE emphasises that every learner can sncceed.. This is one of

the central principles of the new education system. This means

that not all learners will sncceed at the same time, instead,

learners will be able to develop at their own paca, and will then

have greater self-esteem. We need to bear in mind that different

learners learn in different "'iays. In support of this notion Kneller
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(1984:48) observes that each of students is a unique being whom

the world will never see again Each deserves 10 express this

uniqueness in hislher own chosen way of life.

OBE also says that every learner is unique, meaning that there are

great differences between learners in the same grade. It is

therefore important that the learner-centred approach is practised,

whereby the learner is the central focns of learning. The teacher

can assist the learner in this case by avoiding transmitting

knowledge and not denying the learner's uniqueness. The

activities should differ in the sense that there are slower learners

who need ongoing support from the educator. That is why one of

the underpinning assumptions of education is that learners are

able to learn but not in the same way or at the same pace.

The learner-centred approach could be effectively applicable

through the nse of media in that, learners become actively

involved in the classroom where the curriculum is relevant and

learner-centred as they discover things themselves. The learner is

able to demonstrate a competency with minimal assistance,

thereby sho\\>ing independence. They will be trained to take

responsibility for their own learning which will ease the load on

teachers. Learners will be able to find out wiIat particular talents

they have and how they can develop them. The learner-centred

approach allows for group work. Learners are allowed to be
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themselves. The use of media stimulates learners into activity,

play, creativity and curiosity. They become active-symbol makers.

Learners want to explore, create and recreate their e.xperience.

They learn a lot more than the target item, and more than the

teacher might have expected This is encouraged by the fact that

they share ideas, interact \\'ith one another. Working in groups

develops the learner's personal and interpersonal skills. They

work independently and co-operatively with others in furmliar

circumstances.

Media easily makes room for open-ended acti"ities, where an·

outcome is not known.. Learners develop greater creativity,

prediction and are challenged. They become real learners where

they actually have to think critically and analytically rather than

simply remember. Progressivism says that there should be no

passive learning for remembering by memorisation offactual data.

Learner-eentredness means that there is a distinct focus on the

learner, we are concerned with task-eentredness. This means that

the task should suit the learner's age, stage ofdevelopment so that

he/she "ill be able to participate fully in the task. This involves a

shift from focusing on what the educator teaches, but focusing on

what the learner will learn.. We are concerned with more

interactive learning that will fully contribute to the total personal

development of the learner.
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The educator has to be aware of the fact that the learner is not an

empty vessel or "tabula rasa" as John Locke asserts. Learners

know some of the media resources, and what learners bring to

school is as important as what they receive at school because an
learning is affected by ",,-hat has already been learnt They should

recognise and build on the learner's prior learning. When using

media activities it is thus important to draw on learner's intuitive

knowledge. The activity should involve interaction of the

learner's prior learning with the new ideas. All new ideas are

interpreted in terms of the learner's existing knowledge.

2.6 CONCLUSION

Philosophers of education paved the way towards educational

transfonnation. Their truths, meanings and findings helped

towards implOlling education globally. Recent calls fur education

transfonnation in South Africa, necessitate that our children are

well-equipped with necessary skills to become independent

thinking adults in omer to contribute meaningfully to this

country's future.

Learners play an active role in the learning process. As they learn

they strive towards achieving various critical outcmnes which they

need to develop in real life situations. They have to learn to be

critical and creative thinkers who are able to solve problems.
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They should be able to work with others in dra""ing conclusions

or developing solutions. As educators, we should therefore ensure

that learners are exposed to a wider range of media resources.

These can help learners develop their life skills.

In order to achieve this, educators should play a major role in

preparing cbaIIenging activities, that ""ill involve all learners.

They have to make sure that there is full participation on the part

of the learner. Grouping of learners will encourage learner's

participation as well as developing more other skills like tolerance

and respect.

Once the educator understands that the learner learns through

being actively involved, he/she will change the methods of

teaching. The learner will find learning interesting, and enjoyable.

Learning will be more effective. A particular media activity that

the educator designs will develop knowledge or concepts children

might learn. Secondly, those concerned with the skills which

children might practice and develop, and thirdly those concerned

with the attitudes which children might cultivate, might benefit

from the use ofmedia.

The next chapter will grve some forms of media and their

relevance to OBE. It ""ill explain how a fu.cilitator could prepare

a media lesson that is learner-eentred and activity-based. It will
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further explain why each media resource should be used as a

learning resource.
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CHAPTER THREE

SOME FORt"IS OF MEDH. AND THEIR REI,EVAJ."iCE TO

OuTCOMES BASED EDUCATION

3.1 Il'II'TRODUCTION

In chapter two some theoretical background of the role of media

by certain philosophies and schools of thought was discussed.

Chapter two also looked at the role of a fucilitator in an OBE

class_ Chapter three will focus on how media can be implemented

in an OBE class. It \'till further investigate why media should be

used as a teaching and learning tool.

Thomas and Kobayashi (1987:1) maintain that educrtional

technology is a complex, integrated process involving people,

procedures, ideas, devices, and organisation, for analysing

problems and devising, implementing, evaluating, and managing

solutions to those problems, involved in all aspects ofleaming

Consequently, educational technology can have dillben1 meanings

to different people. In the above definition educational technology

embraces electronic and non-electronic instructional equipment

and material_ Technological equipment ami material can be

utilised for effective teaching and learning.
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This chapter will be limited to four varieties of educational

technology - print (newspapers), radio, tele"ision and computer.

These four have the potential breath of impact, meaning that they

exert current and future influence, especially in the field of

education. They all have a particular attention and focus on the

educational development They represent a range of diversity in

types of technology. Although they may seem diffetent to the

onlooker, their special nature of technology influences the way

they are developed and applied in educatioIL Media differs along

specific dimensions (technologies of transmission, contents, or

symbol's system). They all interact ~'ith hnman behaviour and

learning. The four educational resources can be effectively

implemented in the classroom. They can be used to develop

various skills like communication, problem solving, intetptetation,

analysing, evaluating and many more skills.

Locke in Arcbambault (1974:375) maintains that it thus becomes

the office of the educator to select those things within the range of

existing experience that have the premise and potential of

presenting new probletUS, which by stimulating new ways of

observation and judgetnent .."ill expand the area of further

expenence. John Locke wno is the progressivist, states that the

educator is responsible for this highly -complex process of

educatioIL To further the experience of the learner the educator

must provide means to promote growth.
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Philosophers ofeducation and schools ofthought referred to in the

pre"ious chapter have "iews and studies in relation to media

resources and their implicit or e~licit relevance to OBE It has

been viewed important that media teaching be incorporated.

Educators engage in a number of acti"ities, often professional

meetings and conferences, to increase the range of available

resources and pro"ide a broader base for comparing the qualities

ofmaterials to be appraised later on a firsthand basis.

Coutts (1996:42) is of the opinion that an important aspect of

educator empowerment lies in the education, training and

development of teachers as professionals. He further emphasises

that the educator needs to be in a position of etrectively appl}1ng

the above media resources. The educator needs support through

in-service training. He/she needs to extend his/her effectiveness as

a practising educator. ~ice training for educators is therefore

central to educator empowerment

Media serves as a logical extension of an enquiry-based, lemner

centred pedagogy which seeks to develop cognitive understanding

of the media rather than define a prescriptive body ofknowledge.

It prmides an opportunity for learners to euga~e actively in

decision-making and problem-sol"ing in~ of the media to

which they would not otherni...~have access. A number oftasks

w-hich are sufficiently flexible allow a number of different

perspectives, briefs, and result in a range offinished texts, which
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in turn lead to analysis and discussion of the effects of particular

editorial choices.

Buckingham (1990:11) is of the opnnon that the National

CmriculUIIl, initially regarded with considerable suspicion by

media teachers, is turning out to be something ofa mixed blessing,

the substantial inclusion of media education within the core

subjects, and its role as a cross cmricular d:imensi~ while not

""ithout their limitation, ""ill undoubtedly lead to a considerable

increase in the amount ofmedia teaching taking place in schools.

Outcomes-based education critical outcome argues that learners

should be able to " use science and technology effectively and

critically, sho""ing resp0llSlbility towards the environment and the

health of others" Gutting et. al (1998:10) . This ~"1s that

learners should be able to use technological de\.ices such as

computers and to apply established and new technologies in all

program areas and in daily life. They have to learn to use

technology responsibly and wisely. They must develop the ability

to use a variety ofmethods and processes to solve problems. They

have to leam to evaluate the impact of technology on people and

the en"ironment
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Media usage can start as soon as children arrive at school and,

through both critical and practical work, can build on the sblls,

knowledge and understanding that children already have. It can

continue throughout schooling, developing alongside media

tmdelstanding that children continue to gain outside school

Subjects are related disciplines that enable us to understand and

live in harmony with the natural world and to contribute to the

responsible development ofthe human-made world..

Underwood (1994:2) alludes that group work is hard to avoid.. He

sees group wOlk WIavoidable when using media resources. There

is a positive contact ...wch facilitates interpersonal relationships

which may have positive effects on student motivation, self

esteem and academic learning. Spady (1994:71) further maintains

that group work promotes co-operative learning and, co-operative

learning refers to learning emuonment in which small groups of

learners wOlk together to achieve a common goal

Spady (1994) further emphasises the importance of team work,

that it develops and erthances cognitive interaction. In order to

achieve a common goal members of the group may choose to take

responsibility for sub-tasks and work co-operatively or they may

collaborate and share in the decision malring process. They

develop to value each other's input and develop a group etiquette.

Groups feel comfortable in offering suggestions and in analysing
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and evaluating. Learners learn to solve problems, they think more

effectively than when they work alone.

Learning takes place in a rela"{ed atmosphere, which is ""ita!

happens in a class where media resources are used. Effective

learning only happens iflearners participate and are active in their

own learning. Media resources develop high interest in the

learning because they relate to real life situations and are

meaningful to the lives oflearners.

3.2 ~EWSPAPERS

Courts (19%:140) is of the opinion that ne\\'-spapet'S are an

exciting and versatile resource that can be used in a variety of

ways in almost all subjects in the curriculum. They are easily

obtainable and affordable. This then emphasises the importance

ofnewspapers and all other forms ofprint for an outcomes-based

class. Print is one of the oldest technological media It has

traditionally been seen as a medinm , to be distingu.ished from

other media such as TV, c{JInputers. film.. They are always

interestingly-looking., varied in content. which make them to be

used across the curriculum. The potential of using newspapers in

education is enormous, and the edncational benefits seem

undisputable. They introduce a versatile additional resource that is
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always up-to-date. They are cheap and can be affordable. The

educator is not oolllld to use "today's~newspapers, but even old

ones could be used.

Newspapers are regnlar publications published daily, weekly,

twice a week or monthly, containing local, national and

international news. Newspapers differ from books along

dimensions of timeliness, format, and typical content, but not in

terms of the technology of print of the symbol system (langnage)

used.

3.2.1 What do newspapers contain that can be used in a

classroom?

Coutts (19%:165) says that the outside world can be brought into

the classroom through the appIOpriate use of large, colourful

illustrations, pictures depicting actions or objects related to the

theme Illlder discussion, series of pictures, illustrating stories.

Almost all parts of the newspaper can be used in teaching and

learning. It is the duty of the educator to arrange and prepare

hiS/her lesson or activity in such a wav that he/she aclrieves the set• •

outcome. Few sections of the newspaper will he used as

~xamples.
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* News - the newspaper contains locaL national and international

news. This part of the newspaper gives information about what

is happening in the world- These may be natmaI disasters,

crime, new discnveries, political affairs, news about ordinary or

well known people. Learners need to know local, national and

international news and thev should discuss and analvse them in- -
class.

This is related to the previously discussed critical outcome

No.4, which emphasises that learners should be able to identifY

and solve problems using critical and creative thinking

* Entertainment - This section ofthe newspaper contains

articles and reviews on films, theatre, music, sport. This section

can help the teacher in designing activities for arts and culture,

music, physical education, language. Through these, learners

may analyse some values in music and cu1tnre.

* The editorial - Articles where people comment on current

issues or interests are written and published- Learners can make

use ofthis section ofthe newspaper in developing their

communication skills more especially the writing skill. This is

related to critical outcome No. 2 and 3 ofVBE, and it is

important for an OBE class.
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* Gassified - This section ofthe newspaper contains a variety

ofthings like sales, legaL obituary, births, accommodation,

jobs. A creative educator has a -..-ariety ofaetr.ities to develop

using the classified section. Learners can look for an

interesting job and ""me application letters. They can learn

dialogues by developing interview questionnaires. They can

learn how to order in ""Titing or by telephone. This cnuId be

related to critical outcome No. 2 and 3 again

* Advertisements - These are found every",,"here in the

newspaper, some shops have inserts that are put in the

newspaper with ",,"hat the shop has, usually for sale. The

advertisements can be used in mathematics. Learners can go

shopping in the newspaper, they add items bought, calculate

change etc. They can also learn how to make their own

advertisements. This is in line \Yith critical outcome No. 3.

* Pictures - Almost the whole ofa newspaper has pictures.

Learners can interpret the picture. With the aid ofthe caption

the learner can try to tell what the story is about. \It'here a

picture does not have a caption, learners can write their own.

Learners can analyse the picture using their critical and creative

thinking. This is related to critical outconre No. 4.
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* Weather - A Geography educator can make use ofthis article

to teach different temperatures in dill'etent cities or countries.

3.2.2 The Reed for the use ofnewspapers in the classroom

Vink et a1 (1993:30) contend that newspapers can be used in the

media centre as well as in the classroom for many InteIesting,

educatioaal applicatioRS. It has been mentioned in the pre"iollS

chapters that some schools do not have physical stmctures for

media teaching. Newspapers can be used by learners in a nonnal

classroom and pro"ide stimulating activities. They contain a

variety of information which learners may find interesting, useful

or entertaining

Newspapers provide aseful current information and specialised

reading on a variety of topics. In so fur as schools are concerned,

they contnbute to improved classroom learning in a number of

waYS:

'"' Many subjects or learning areas can be covered

Buckingham (1990: 172) maintains that a starting point fur

secondary media education is the acknowl~entthat a range

of media products are used for teaching purposes in all the

subjects in the curriculum.
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The entire newspaper can be used most effectively as a resource

across the curriculum, in schools as well as in adult literacy

programmes. People can relate it virtually to any stage of

development- they can handle, page t:b:rough, cut and paste, look

at and discuss its pictures and headlines, and do a host ofactivities

with it before they are ready to read a newspaper. In teaehinK

virtually all subjects can be taught by using the newspaper. It can

help to teach a ~ide range of language and thinking skills and

encourage individual and critical thinking. The skills that were

pre\iously regarded as subject specific are now seen to be inter

related. Learning is seen to be holistic instead of

compartmentalised into individual subjects. The language

educator, for example, is in the best position to incorporate other

subjects into his/her teaching, but it is also possible fur a content

subject educator to focus on the language required for his/ber

subject

.. There are interesting contents which are pnseuted in an

attractive manner.

Newspaper writing tends to be clear. Reports tend to follow a

predictable pattern, and core vocabulary is repeated in the same

category of reports e.g. crime, education etc. Learning to read a

newspaper is therefore an achievable goaL 'The interest value ofa
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good, relevant newspaper tends to push learners beyond their

reading levels.

'" Learning can be fun

A newspaper is an appealing learning resource for children, youth

and adults, because unlike many textbooks, it is not perceived to

be childish, boring or stuffy. A learner may feel it more socially

acceptable to carry a newspaper around than conventionalliterncy

material.

'" It helps learners to find additional information 011 many

school subjects

Newspapers can bridge the gap between the classroom and the

real world in science and maths teaching It adds an exciting real

life dimension to social science teaching. Literacy amd n.mneracy

are acquired, but the learner's horizons also expand and critical

thinking is encouraged.

Any learning situation can be meaningful if the learner has a

meaningful set - that is, a disposition to relate to a new learning

task to what he already knows. The learning task itself is

potentially meaningful to the learner - that is, relatable to the

learner"s structure ofknQwled",.oe. Bro~n (1980:71)
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'" Learners have to draw from their own experience and

bring existing knowledge to the learning environment. This

is easily done b«ause articles de31 with people. places and

issues that they are aware ofand can l"clate to.

• It develops learners life skills

Newspapers promote the education of the whole person.

Newspapers can marry skills-based learning with v,ider

developmental education.. A newspaper is an exciting, up-to-the

minute text which reflects

real life and relates into the learner's current emriwmneut and

experiences. It changes daily, providing new interest all the time.

• It provides useful information for everyday life

It empowers learners by giving them insight into their immediate

emironment as well as 'wider regional, national and international

contexts, the processes of democracy and government, and their

ov.n right and respoIlSloility in a democratic society. Newspapers

thus create informed citizens. Learners ",,-ant to know what is

happening in their region or what their political leader or sports

star has said or done, and stretch their rooding ability without

noticing they are making an effort. Local newspapers which are

written in accessible., colloquial language and reflect the rea1-life
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experiences, interests and enhances the progress oflearners, can

be powerful educational tools.

.. Continuous assessment

The educator can easily assess leamers while they are actively

involved in their groups doing a task Knowledge, skills and

attitude can be assessed. Outcomes are the measurable targets

that learners have to attain. As learners are involved in the

activity, the educator as a facilitator has an opportunity to move

around, gathering information about learners' competencies. This

process will provide educators with information on the progress of

their learners as well as the effectiveness oftheir teaching

Information gathered will give them the opportunity to alter their

strategies with regard to the group as a whole and with regard to

individual learners. Assessment records 'will reflect whether

learners mrderstand and are interested in that section of work.

Learners' confidence ""ill be enhanced.

.. Care should be taken when selecting a new-spaper.

.. The activity designed should correspond with the content in the

newspaper. The educator should first check that the information
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he/she requires is available in a particular newspaper that he/she

has selected to use \\-'ith the learners.

* There should be more than one newspaper if learners will need

to compare. Newspapers should give differing views on

controversial issues.

* IfposSIble, there should be local, national and international

newspapers. Diffdent newspapers \\-'ill e."Xpand the learners'

knowledge about their O\\<n as well as other countries.

* There should be an attempt to obtain newspapers in more than

one langnage. This gives choice as to what language the learner is

interested in reading This also develops good human relations,

specially in multiracial schools, as learners would understand

that they are all considered important

Newspapers are used innovatively in deep rum! areas to bond the

academic concepts to the world outside, and the rum! to the urban

experience. Rural schools do not have learning materia! like

books. Most of the parents are unemployed, therefore they cannot

afford bU)'ing expensive te.ubooks. Newspapers can therefore

serve as a tool ofeffective learning.. ,
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3.3 A R..~DIO

The radio is one of the old technological resources that is assumed

to be available in almost all homes. It is the resource that

recognises and values cultural and linguistic diversity of our

country. Using one box of radio you can tune to diffeten1 stations.

It thus challenges discrimination based on race, gender, class and

geographical location... It contributes to the building of a national

culture.

With the above U-~ of the radio, it has been identified that it can

be used as an educational audio resource that fosters meaningful

learning experiences for both educators and learners. It is one

media resource that attends to the development of effective

listening and speaking skills, followed by reading and the writing

skills. It encourages creative and critical thinking Learner's

understanding is promoted. The use of a radio in the classroom

creates an environment for active participatmy learning. The

programme design includes activities that are leamer-centred.,

story-telling, games and songs. This makes learning to be fim and

enjoyable.

The radio is recognised as a useful means.of prm.iding learning

experiences for a large number of learners. It is helpful in remote,

isolated schools. The radio is usually used in education as a tool to
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assist the adVl!Iltaged primary schools in mastering the second

language, in the case of black learners, it could be engJish or

afulcaans. Learners in roral areas have minimal exposure to

engJish or afulcaans outside of the school environment, and in

some deep roral schools, no exposure at all They are a

community whose learning resources are severely limited..

One may wonder why we need to develop the listening skill in

learners. The purpose oflistening is:

* dearly hearing l!Ild tmdoslallding infutmation, iniopn:ting it,

l!Ild acting upon it,

* obtaining llIlSWers to specific questions,

* gathering additional data to judge likely consequences of

alternative courses ofaction,

* retain selectively what you hear - selecting reIe<.'l!Ilt

information, main ideas, importllIlt points or content worth

remembering,

* l!Ilalyse critica1Iy the message heard llIld later as it is re<.iewed,
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* identil)ing and evaluating the accurncy or bias ofthe content of

speech,

* know what was said, separating this from what you expected to

hear, what you would have liked to hear, what you believe you

ought to have heard.

.. Preparing for a radio lesson

Thomas and Kobayashi (1987:136) maintain that in some

developing nations, broadcasting has been assigned a central role

in teaching, meaning that the core of daily lessons is conv-eyed by

radio. In such cases, the classroom educator is no longer the chief

purveyor of information. To fit properly into this new mode of

instruction, educators must learn to prepare students for each

broadcast., to monitor their beha..ioor during the lesson, and after

the broadcast to direct them in follow up applications ofthe lesson

content.

The educator has to be well prepared for the lesson. Thorough

preparation has to be done before conducting the lesson. \\'llen

using a cassette an educator is able to stop the radio cas...~e and

explain or ask questions. His/her duty is ~monitor the process.

r.ledia is a good resource when applying the activity-based

learning in the classroom. It allo..'S for the opportunity fur learners
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to explore ideas and approaches to learning and to practice sblls

The educator is no longer the transmitter ofinfonnation but helshe

assists, guides in a responsible manner while the lemners wOIk co

operatively towards achieving a specific outcome, at the same

time trying to work towards achievin1: the critical outcomes.

STEP 1

- prepare yourselfby consulting available printed material and

program notes about radio recorded programs.

- audition recordings before using them in the class.

- take notes of important points.

- prepare questions based on learners' prior knowledge about the

new theme to be tackled.

- decide wnether to listen to the immediate broadcast or to

record and use it later.

- prepare the preliminary explanation.
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STEP 2

- stimulate the learner's interest by preliminary comments and

qu~"1ions.

- identifY the title or theme, participants, and circmm:tallceg

surrounding its production..

- give additional interesting background information..

- ask prediction questions.

- identifY key words that need explanation and meaning when

necessary.

STEP 3

- listen to the program quietly taking into consideration that

others are listening too.

- use your concentration skill, in order to hear what is said, how

it is said, what it means.

- listen with willingness to hear a point ofview although it may

differ from your own view.
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- consciously relate what is heard to problems.

- relate to the questions set up during the pre-listening stage.

- encourage learners to relax as they listen.

STEP 4

- do the post-listening, i.e. discussion which may be formal or

informaL asking general questions.

- move to the Iow (facts recall, sequence basic

comprehension, memory) , middle(analyse, compare, canse and

effect, inference and hypothesis) and high (evaluation,

judgement) order questions.

- discover points ofmis1mderstandin

- find out whether there is a need to listen to a part or whole

program again, to dear certain points.

- summarise the programme.

The effective educator is the one who creates a learning

atmosphere that ""ill bring about intended It>3nring outcomes.
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He/she is able to plan for le-dlllmg to take place and then ensure

that his class achieves that learning. One of the central role of an

educator in an outcomes-based education approach is that heJshe

needs to be a facilitator of learning. A fuciIitator encourages

activity among learners.

3.4 A TELEVISION

Choat and Griffin (1989:5) believe that a tele'\o'ision is a fruitful

medium which can be used. to the advantage ofboth teachers' and

children's' benefit. It is a resource available to educators to

initiate or supplement the activities or work they are providing and

can act as a form ofmotivation to assist with children's learning.

Television is part of the ordinary life and children could be taught

to use it for learning as well as entertainment. Educators and

learners can benefit from the television in the sense that it can

develop their confidence and expertise, to explore other aspects of

media such as representation, generic conventions or nana'tive

structures.

Bazalgette (1991:29) observes that one is bound to want to use

technology in ways which are already fimriliar to one from

one'sexpenence of that medium- Obviously technological aids

shouldbe introduced to educators, it should be aids they are
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famjliar with. In this "'lly, they will move from what they know to

what they do not know.

Like a radio, many homes have TV'5, even the mraI areas do have

them, especially that it can use a car battery and now. we have

card electricity in mraI areas. By the time clri1dren arrive at

school, almost all ofthem ",ill have experienced several parts of a

television. and probably other media like radio and tape recordeL

They ",ill also have gained some undets1allding of social and

cultural attitudes related to the media, of different technological

and generic furms, some hypotheses about how real or true texts

are, and some skills with operating media equipment, like

stopping, fast forwarding, rewinding a VCR, pause, etc. Everyone

needs to experiment with media technologies and find out what

they can do.

A television set as such may be expensive, however, if it is well

kept, used. and operated. it can last fur years. Tapes can be used

for generations of the school- The Granada Report on television

(1964:31) contends that tapes can be used time and time again,

and can be wiped and re-recorded. Moir(l967:14) also agrees

that the initial expense of the fiImstrip is not trivial; but once

purchased, it is a permanent acquisition for the school, to be used

either with replays ofthe tape, or independently ofit
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Recording usmg a set of television is purely a matter of

convenience. One can store tele..ision programmes on a tape and

retransmit them when one wants them, or retr311smits them again

and again. The educator should evaluate programs and suggest

programs for future production..

The content of an educational television programme is om.'iously

the choice of an educator. UnderSlal!ding and proficiencies

precede the actual use of a television in the classroom and are part

of the overall preparation for effective use of it. An educator has

to give as lllllCh thought and care to its selection as he/she would

do a choice of a new set of textbooks or to hiring a film for a

specific educatioDal purpose. It is thus vital that the educator

knows at least how to operate tel~ision receivers, and in most

cases how to operate simple television cameras and portable

..ideo-tape recorders.

The educator has to know where to turn for reliable infOlmation

about tel~ision programs and for further data concerning the

field. The educator has to study the publications carefully before

beginning to use a series (i.e. what should be done before and

after the programme), prepare worksheets and other useful

material that ""ill further the learner's knowledge., skills and

attitnde. He/she has to know the general way of how effective

tele"ision programs are planned and produced.
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A television in the classroom opens doors to intaesting visitors

and to take children out on journeys into time and space, without

the cost of transport and the wastage of time involved in normal

school outings. Educational television helps in providing a source

of stimulus for talking, reading, listening and writing. Television is

multi-sensory i.e. sight, sound and movement are involved. Like

the radio and ne~-spaper, it has up-to-date informatiOIL

• Steps for preparing a television lesson

STEP 1

- there should be ad,,-ance planning of the programme to be

watched.

- related readings should be suggested before watching.

- the discussion ofimportant issues before watching is important.

- the exact time for starting and ending ofthe programme should

be known.

STEP 2

- the receiver should be placed where all learners will see it.
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- chairs should be arranged in such a way that allleamers are

able to watch it comfortably, ~ithout ~ing to stand or twist

the neckibody..

- the light for optimal vi~ing should betaken into consideration.

- the volume should be right.

STEP 3

- an educator has to prepare learners for pleasurable viewing.

- learners should have knowledge of'what to expect

STEP 4

- as a follow up, the educator should prepare tb.ings like:

* questionnaires

* immediate discussion

*

3.5

evaluation of the progralllme

ACOMPLlER

Thomas and Kobayashi (1987:5) believe that today computers

perform a host offunctions in the field ofeducation. Both
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as a skill. This is a need for succeeding in the technologically

sophisticated world of the:futme.. The computer is an effect:n,'e

programmed learning box presenting and re-presenting learners

with a body ofknowledge to acquire. It serves as a srimulatiw of

scientific phenomena as well as stimulating situations in history

and present day social conflicts that require resolutions.

A computer brings about interaction which is not only locally or

nationally bound, however, learners can interact with others

internationally. Underwood (1994:43) confinns that where

students are given access, they can ignore waIls of the classroom

and make direct contact with others across the world fur

collaborative work and in so doing appreciate the diffetences in

culture and the similarity ofpeople. The interaction can be direct.

They can communicate v.ith others outside their le-wring

environment.

This is tremendously motivating for both learners and educatOlS.

It does not take time to contact others, there is immediate

interaction regardless of distance. Through global education,

learners will be made aware of planetary issues and will develop

knowledge, values and undetsranding they will need to deal v.ith

such issues constructively and respons1bly. Learners will also

realise that making decisions about their future endeavours and
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pursuits ",wch includes taking responsibility for the weIfure of

others and the sunival of life on the planet. They need to develop

the broader understanding of the cbaIIenges facing them so that

they can have a vision of the future that inspires 00pe and

confidence. Through such interaction, equal opportunities, cuItnre

and global issues are addressed. Tearn spirit within a school and

across countries leads to the development ofImowIedge and skills

",wch are valued in education.

Benon and Mackay (1993:19) assert that one cannot expect to

develop and enhance skills such as creativity, imagination, and

problem solving in young children with limited hardware and

software. This then emphasises the importance of technology for

every school or class. Learners should have an opportunity to

work at higher cognitive levels. This calls for the development of

powerful computer 1eamin~ environment Active learning should

be enhanced. Learners have to carry out investigative tasks,

whereby they have to use their creative thinking and exercise their

imagination.

Greater emphasis is now placed on investigation and problem

solving, before solutions are sought. Learners are given tasks,

based on concrete problems and are encouraged to work
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independently, and to carry out an investigation with minimal

support. The learner becomes a more sclf-organising persoIL One

of the OBE critical outcome says that learners should be able to

organise and manage themselves and their activities responsIbly

and effectively. This opportunity ofopenness isvery important to

creativity and learning.

One of the critical requirement of outcomes-based education

(OBE) is to have continuous assessment:. The learner shoold

demonstrate that he or she has achieved a specific outcome. A

learner has to acquire knowledge, sIolls, and attitudes that helshe

did not have previously. These end prodncts are called outcomes.

Learners are assessed in terms of their ability to achieve certain

outcomes. The software uses two assessment systems, a

quantitative marking system to evaluate the learner's accuracy,

plus time-based evaluation to measure the work rate. Therefore

computer technology can provide the snpporting functions that are

required by the OBE model prescnbed in Curriculum 2005.

Kemp et. aI (1985:19,20) say that computer games can use the

learners' competitive nature to motivate andto increase learning

Computer assisted acti"ities are inspiring and motivating, making

learners more attentive and the learning process more stimnlating.

Clu1dren can play ""ith numbers, train their memories. Games can
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provide a challenging problem solving environmem ""nere the

learner is faced with the test, b}'POthesis etc. Games can offer a

vehicle for collaboration among learners. This enhances team

spirit and also impwves interpersonal skills which learners

desperately need.

3.6 CONCLUSION

Salomon (1987) maintains that media. are discrete, invariant

entities, that all the manifestations of a medium are sufficiently

similar to each other to constitute a distinctive category to be

contrasted with other categories. Media. resources are distinct and

invariable, they remain unchanged even ""nen transformation take

place.

Media resources are educational tools that can promote and uplift

the standard of South African education. Media resources are

distinct, they remain lIDChanged when a specified transfonnation

occurs. They play a distinctive role in achi~ing educational

goals.

It is vitally important that educators keep in mind the purpose for

""ilich materials are used, charncteristics and special needs of

learners to be served by them, and the basis fur selecting the

material most likely to help learners achieve the outcomes oftheir
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studies. It is usually expected that enough professional care will

have been exercised in the original selection to ensure their

quality and applicability to local curriculum needs and conditions.

The resources we use in the class should be detennined by wiIat

we want our learners to know, how we want them to behave, and

what level of accomplishment we wish them to achieve. An

educator is a practical expert and his primary responsibility is to

encourage the cognitive development of a child, to ensure

retention, understanding and active use ofknowledge and skills.

This chapter di.<'cussed some forms ofmedia and their rele,'3Ilce to

outcomes-based education (OBE). The role ofeach kind ofmedia

was discussed. Chapter four will deal with research design and

method ofresearch. Research tools e.g. questionnaires will be

discussed.
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CHAPTER FOlJR

. RESE..;\RCH DESIGN A"l) .METHODS OF RESEARCH

4.1 ~TRODUCTION

The pre"ious chapters were based on literature ~ew. Some

theoretical ideas about media and outcomes-based education

were discussed. Chapter three focused on some funns ofmedia

and their relevance to outcomes-based education. Ibis chapter

discussed the research design. VariOllS tools of research are

discussed and the researcher concludes by giving the

methodology that ",ill be followed in this study.

4.2 RESE..;\RCH DESIGN

Schumacher and McMillan (1993:31) refer to resean:h design as

the plaJ+~d structure of the investigation used to obtain

~idence to answer research questions. Research design is the

consideration and creation ofmeans of obtaining reliable barest,

transferable and valid data, by means of which pronouncements

about the phenomenon of education may be confinned or

rejected. MacKendrick (1987:256) states that research design

is an overall plan or strategy by which questions are answered

where a hypothesis is tested.

The research design is a plan that is applied during the

investigation in order to answer research questions. It is

therefore a guide to data collection, me<h-uring and analysis.
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The purpose of a research design is to try and ensure that the

answers to the question will be accurate ones. In this research

the investigator will use the descriptive design in order to

explore the use ofmedia resources.

4.3 MEA.'\lNG OF RESEARCH

Francis (1994:2-3) defines research as a careful inquiry or

examination to discover new information or relationships and to

expand and to verify existing knowledge. He continues to assert

that it is the manipulation ofthings, concepts, or symbols for the

purpose of generalisine- and to extend, correct or verify

knowledge, whether that knowledge aids in the constrnetion ofa

theory or in the practice ofan art

Research includes all the activities like collecting data,

conducting tests, developing standards and maintaining statistics

on a given issue. Research further attempts to fuI1llUhtte

scientific generalisations that may be applied to a variety of

problems. It is a relatively long:, specialised and thorough

ongoing investigations of a properly selected topic. It includes

analysis of collected data in a logical way in order to achieve a

specific re&."arCh goal

Mouly (19i8:40) also states that research is defined as the

systematic, objective and accurate search for the solution to a
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well-defined problem. Mouly explains that in order to draw or

state conclusions there should be a systematic application of the

scientific research method, there should be an overall strategy

that is followed in collecting, interpreting and analysing data,

\\irich is oriented toward that development of theories or

arriving at dependable solutions to problems. Research is the

most important tool fur advancing knowledge, developing

progress and resolving conflict. With all the changes that take

place, research is therefore the primary tool used to understand

the changes, to evaluate new instruction that is necessary to

intelligently make educational decisions on which so much

depends.

4.4 NATIJRE OFSTlTDY

The purpose of this research is to add to the existing knowledge

on media as resource in an outcomes-based class. The

introduction of the new curriculum, implicitly or explicitl}'

hinges on the role which includes the media resources in the

learning situation, necessitates that a research be conducted in

order that effective and efficient strategies be found. These

strategies may be a solution to the whole question ofOBE. This

research is based on the premise that media has a pivotal role to

play in OBE class. .~
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4.5 THE MEmOD OF RESEARCH

In this study the researcher will use the descriptive research and

naturalistic observation research.

4.5.1 DESCRIPTIVE RESEARCH

SprirrthalL Schumutte and Sirois (1990:98) say that research is

typically called descriptive when the primary purpose of the

research is description, rather than some other basic goal such as

looking for differences between groups or relationships among

variables.

Descriptive research is concerned with the description and

summarisation ofthe data that have been gathered about a group

or individuals. It seeks to find answers to questions through the

analysis ofvariable relationships. It is a kind of research that is

used where the events or conditions have already occmred or

exist. The researcher merely selects the relevant variables for an

analysis. Descriptive data is collected through a questionnaire

survey, inteniews, or observation.

The objective of this approach is to meaSure one or more

variable that can be used to descnbe the group of interest The

description can pro"ide information about relatiOll5hips between
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variables.

Gay (1976:189) states that descriptive data are collected through

a questionnaire survey, interviews or observations. Therefure

there is a wide choice of research tools for the researcl!er to

choose from.

4.5.2 NATURALISTIC OBSERVATION RESEARCH

sprintball, Scbmutte and Sirois (1990:97) state that the

naturalistic observation approach to research involves

systematic observations of behaviours as those behaviours occur

in a natural or normal setting..

This kind of observation is made dming actual recess periods.

This kind ofresearch includes several observers in order that the

reliable observations are conducted. There should be no

interference in the natural process that take into account not to

obstruct and influence Vtilat is occurring.. The process should be

as natural as possible, the situation should be normal and be of

daily circumstances. It is somehow similar to assessment in the

sense that assessment is the direct observation of learner's

performance in the setting.

Gay (1976:206) emphasises the fact that in such situations the
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observations can only be (or best be) observed as they occur

naturally. In such situations the observer purposely controls or

manipulates nothing, and in fact works very bard at not affecting

the observed situation in any way. Naturalb'1:ic observation is

integral to learning.

4.6 SAJ."IPLING

According to GrinneI (1988:133), a sample is a small portion of

the total set of objectives, events or persons which together

comprise the subjects of the study. It is usually quite impoSSIble

to involve the entire population when one does a research..

Schumacher and McMillan (1993:16) also agree that a sample is

selected from the population to provide subjects. A sample is

thus any group which is selected on which information is

obtained. It is thus required that a sample is drawn from a

population. The population, is the group of interest to the

researcher, the group to which the researcher would like to

generalise the results of the study. This selected population

must have an equal chance ofbeing included in research.

Sampling is the process of selecting a number of individuals for

a study in such a way that the individuals represent the larger

group from wmch they were selected... Tne reason for sampling

is to reduce expense i.e. interview-s can be conducted in a
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shorter period of time, there is greater co-ordination of the

interviewers. Research concerns restricted populations.

In this research a simple random sampling will be used.

4.6.1 TYPES OF SAMPLING

4.6.1.1 Simple Random Sampling

Wallen and Freankel (1991:132) say that a simple random

sample is one in which each and every member of the population

has an equal chance of being selected.

'W'hen using the simple random sampling the researcher should

ensure that each and every member of the population has an

equal independent chance ofbeing selected. No population may

be systematically excluded, therefore it is unbiased All

members have the same probability of being selected. A

representative sample is the one that truly reflects all the various

characteristics of the population. Random sampling is likely to

produce a repres...'"Iltative sample. This method involves

selecting at random from a list ofthe population.

This \\ill provide the researcher a picture with which to view the

whole population group. A random sampling is required by
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inferential statistics 'which permits the researcher to make

inferences about populations based on the behaviour ofsamples"

4.6.1.2 Systematic Sampling

SprinthaIJ, Schumutte and Sirois (1991:28) agree that systematic

sampling is similar to simple random sampling except that the

researcher randomly picks a number and then systematically

selects subjects from a list of names beginning with the subject

assigned the chosen number.

Systematic sampling modifies the simple random. sampling.

Subjects are selected from a population list in a systematic

rather than a random fashion. It is easier to use with a larger

population. It can only be used v,hen the subjects in the

population can be listed sequentially.

4.6.1.3 Stratified Random Sampling

Frands (1964:76) defines stratified random. sampling as the

procedure of dividing the population into sub populations or

domains of study, called strata, and then selecting a sample

within each.
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Stratified random sampling is the process whereby a subgroup in

the population is selected as a sample in the same proportion as

they exist in the population. The population may be divided into

homogeneous groups, each group containing subjects with

similar characteristics. This type of sampling increases the

likelihood of representativeness, especially if the sample is not

very large. Its uniqueness to other samples is that the

individuals in the population are included in the same proportion

in the sample. It provides more precise results than simple

random sampling.

4.6.1.4 Cluster Sampling

Gay (1987:110) defines cluster sampling as sampling in which

groups, not individuals, are randomly selected. Ouster sampling

can be used when it is impossible to select a sample of

individuals from a population. Groups, rather individuals are

randomly selected. Cluster sampling can be implemented easier

for a specific family, classroom, school, hospitaL The selected

group has simtlar characteristics. Ouster sampling is more

convenient when the population is large and widely dispersed.

It is time consuming and less expensive. The researclrer can

easily use all the learners in different classrooms than selecting

indi"idualleamers in many classrooms.
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Purposive Sampling

Coven and Amnion (1984:103) argue that in purposive sampling

the researcher hand-picks the case to be included in his sample

on the basis ofhis judgement oftheir typicality.

The researcher wants to achieve his specific ann. The

researcher uses his/her pm.ious knowledge of selected

population, and uses his personal judgement. Hefshe will

decide whether a particular sample will be representative.

He/she estimates the representative ofa sample.

4.7 RESEARCH TOOLS

In this investigation the following research tools will be useti

4.7.1 QUESTIOl't'NAIRES

Burroughs (1975:106) states that questionnaires provide the

easiest kno",n way of assembling a mass of information.

Questionnaires are restricted to a data collection instrwnent that

is to be filled by an informant rather than by tbe researcher

Francis (1%4:112). They require a cover letl;,er that explains tbe

purpose and nature of the investigation, and assnres the

informant ofthe confidentiality of tbe research information,
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therefore it should encourage c~on.. A cover letter is

used to elicit reliable and authentic infurmation.. It should

attempt to arouse interest so that the respondent can complete

the questionnaire. It ~ill serve as a guarantee that the personal

information or data that may be embarrassing or confidential to

the respondent ~ be kept as confidential as possible.

Therefore the questionnaire could remain anon)imons. Gay

(1987:199) emphasises the importance of confidentiality by

saying that complete anonymity probably increases the

truthfulness ofresponses as well as the percentage ofreturns. It

helps the researcher to specify the deadline date.

4.7.2 Types ofQuestions

4.6.2.1 Open-ended questions

Isaac and MichaeI (1995:141) say that one of the best ways of

developing good objective questions is to admjnjster an open

ended form of the question to a small sample of subjects

representative of the population in which you are interested..

Open-ended questions call for a free response in the

respondents' o~n words. It provides for greater depth of

response. It requires greater effort on the pmof the respondent,

which makes returns to be meagre. It should be clear and easy

to understand in order to avoid misinterpretation..
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The respondent writes how he feels about a topic and gives the

background ofhis answer.

4.7.2.2 Oosed Questions

Best and Khan (1993:231) define closed questions as questions

that call for short, check-mark responses. They are also called

structured, restricted or cIosed-ended question t}-pe. They are

best for obtaining demographic information and data that can be

categorised easily. The respondent can answer the items more

quickly. It is t:ime-<:onsuming for the researcher to categorise.

They sometimes call for yes or no answer. It is easy to fill out

and takes a little time to complete. It keeps the respondent on

the subject. These questionnaires are relatively objective, and

fairly easy to tabulate and analyse.

4.7.3 Nature ofQuestionnaires

- it must be a question with a purpose.

- questionnaires must be simple or supplemented.

- they must be expertly designed.

- objectivity is important.
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- questionnaires must be clear and easy to understand..

- the appearance should be attractive, good printing, briefand

neat.

- they should maximise co-operation.

- Initial questions should be simple, have high value and

enc-ourage participation.

- each question should deal with a single concept.

- any term or concept that might mean different things to

different people should be defined.

- provide adequate space fur answering open-ended questions.

4.7.4 The researcher should avoid the followingwben

preparing questionnaires:

- offensive, embarrassing, annoying questionnaires.

- inclusion ofequivocal and ambiguous que,"tions.

- using questions that require ·'yes" or '·no'" Of'specified

multiple answer, when the respondent can do some

explanation.
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- the form and length of questionnaires which may be

discouraging.

- double-barrel questions i.e. questions which contain two or

more ideas.

- too general or too abstract questions.

- biased questions.

- suggesting, leading questions.

- complex word arrangement.

- trivial, unstimlllating, threatening questions.

4.7.5 Advantage> ofQuestionnaires

- they are economical i.e. they require less time and are less

expensIve.

- they permit collection ofdata from a much larger sample.
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4.7.7 li'ffERVIEWS

WalIen and Fraenkel (1991:105) define structured interview as

an instrument in which individuals are asked to respond to a

series of specific questions.

The interviewer uses the prepared questions to conduct the

research. The questions are designed to collect valid and

reliable information. The interviewer needs to e:-"1ablish rapport

MouIy (1978:201) emphasises that as a research technique, the

interview is a conversation carried out with the definite purpose

of obtaining certain information. The interview is essentially

oral or verbal interaction. Interview que:--tions can be more

effectively structured for questions, which are not multiple

choice, but questions of a personal nature.

4.7.7.1 Structured Questions

These are also called limited response questions. They are

followed by a set of choices, and the respondent selects one of

the choices as the answer.

4.7.7.2 Semi-Structured Questions

They have no choices from which the respondent selects an
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aru,--wer. The question is phrased to allow for individual

responses. It is an open-ended question, but is fairly specific in

its intent

4.7.7.3 Unstructured Questions

They allow the interviewer great latitude in asking broad

questions in whatever order seem appropriate.

4.7.8 Advantages of using interviews

- when it is well conducted it can produce in-depth data which

is not possible \'11th a questionnaire.

- trust relationship can be established.

- results may be more accurate and honest.

- points can be clarified and explain here and then.

- follow-up on incomplete and unclear re.-ponse can be done.

- additional probing or leading questions to c!ea:r up certain

points can be asked.
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- reasons for particular responses can be determined.

- it can be used with many different problems and types of

persons i.e. literate or illiterate.

- the interviewer can motivate the respondent to say more.

4.7.9 Disadvantages ofusing inteniews

- the response given by the subject may be biased.

- it is time consuming.

- it is expensive.

- it does not require only research skills, but also

communication and interpersonal relations skills.

- subject may not turn up for an interview.

- lack ofco-operation between the inteI"!iewer and the

interviewee.

- it has potential for subjectivity.
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- the respondent may feel uncomfortable, resulting in

unwillingness to an:>-wer questions.

4.7.10 OBSERVATIONS

Observation can make an important contribution to descriptive

research. Direct observation can be made to obtain certain type

of information. Anecdotal reports which are recoaIed

observation by the researcher, and filled in the cumulative

folder, may provide useful data for research studies. Observation

should occur in the real classroom.

Best and Khan (1993:223) state that observation should not be

haphazard or unplanned. Observations in research technique

must always be systematic, directed by a specific purpose,

carefully focused, and thoroughly recorded.

Accuracy, validity, (true significant incidents of behaviour),

reliability, and objectivity are required in measuring and

recnrding. One disadvantage of observation is that systematic

observation in a natural setting (classroom) can affect the

behaviour ofthe group. It is widely believed that the individnals

do not behave naturallv when theY know that they are observed... ... -
The situation may become too artificial and mmatural.
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* Camera

Il9

The following instruments can be used.

* Video recorder

* Radio cassette.

* Stopwatch.

4.7.1l Characteristics of good observation

- carefully planned, systematic and perceptive.

- observers are objective.

- observers separate the fucts from the interpretation ofthe
facts.

- observations are checked and verified.

- observations are carefully and expertly recorded.

- observations are valid and reliable.

- observer is aware of the wholeness ofwhat is observed.

4.8 CHOICE OF SlJRJECTS

Subjects are selected by using an appropriate sampling

technique. For this research the following .. subjects will be

selected because they have desired information for the topic

under investigation.
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- The teachers who are making use ofthe media resource

implementing the outcomes-based education approach their

classes.

- The lecturers who are preparing the student teachers to make

use ofmedia resources in their classes, and educating them to

use the new teaching and learning methods (OBE) in schools.

- The trainers, who train the lecturers and teachers so that they

can implement the outcomes-based education approach as

well as trainers who equip lectmers and teachers on how to

make use of media resources in the class.

- Learners, they ",ill be observed in their natnralleaming

situation.

4.9 PILOT STUDY

Gay (1987:199) says that the questionnaire should be tried out in

the field test, just as a research plan should be e.~ecuted first as a

pilot study. Gay (1987:90) adds that formal evaluation of a

research plan involves a pilot study, which sort of address

rehearsal ~
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The pilot study questionnaires can be given to people who are

familiar with questionnaire construction and the field in general

It allows the researcher to discover any bugs in the reset

procedure and iron them out so that they will not affect the

outcome. Pilot study helps to investigate and to identifY sources

of difficulty before actual research starts. The pilot testing

results will be analysed, also pinpointing items that are too

short, or too long, or difficult and confusing. The researcher

will know where he should implOve or make changes in his

questionnaire. He \\ill also be able to identifY his instrument

deficiencies.

4.10 FOLLOW- UP STUDY

"A follow-up study is conducted to determine the status of a

group ofinterest after some period oftim.e.~Gay (1987:194)

This is the follo\\ing up on nomespondents. Some individuals

may fail to return questionnaires. FaiJnre to retwn questionnaires

can delay the process ofresearch, to prevent delayed feedback,

follow-up is necessary. Follow-up letters or postcards should be

sent to respondents as reminders.

Mouly (1978:197) affiises that follow-up letters should include a

second copy ofthe questionnaire in the case where the
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respondent has thrown away the first Mouly (1978:197) further

ad\.ises that in a follow-up, there should be an attempt ofa new

approach at convincing the potential respondent of the

importance of his reply. Follow-up study helps to assess the

degree to 'hfuch the initial treatment effects have been

maintained over time.

4.11 PROCEDIJRE AS TO DATA COLLECTION

This study used a descriptive method of research for the purpose

of collecting data, with regard to factors associated with media

used as a resource in an OBE class. The research was

conducted among black South African educators. The

descriptive method is a combination of several methods 'hfuch

study the present status of events. Steyn (1981) states that the

results of this kind of research can also be u..~ fur prediction

and estimates by means of statb-ticaI techniques. It is thus for

this reason that a descriptive method was used.

The research was conducted through interviews, obsenilrtions

and questionnaires. Sibaya (1993) states that a questionnaire is

not just a list of questions or forms to be filled in, but is a

scientific instrument for the measurement and collection of a

particular kind of data. The questionnaires were distributed to

educators to fill in.. The researcher had an opportunity of

meeting educators at workshops where she could give
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questionnaires. The researcher also went personally to schools

where educators were asked to complete the questionnaire.

Questionnaires were collected by the researcher from principals

and heads of department at the time agreed upon. Seventy

educators responded to the questionnaire.

The questionnaire had both closed and open-ended questions.

Oosed questions were used to seek factual infonnation.

Mahlangu (1987) cites closed questionnaire as a questionnaire

which C3lls for short, quick responses. Educators had to come

up with basic comprehension, facts, recall, memory, and

knowledge. Open-ended questions were used to seek opinions,

analysis, attitudes and interests. Behr (1983) regards open

ended questionnaire as being useful for the respondent to state

Iris/her case freely and possible to substantiate hisIher claims.

Educators had to summarise, analyse, compare, apply, cause and

effect, inference and hypothesis.

In this study simple random sampling was used. All educators

had an equal independent chance of being selected. An

individual educator that was selected represented the larger

group of educators. Thus, the results based on it will be

generalizable. The target group was from urban, mral and peri

urban.
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4.12 CONCLUSION

This chapter discussed empirical procedures and method of

research study. Research tools and techniques were mentioned.

Chapter five ",'ill follow-up on this, providing tables for the data

collected through the use of questionnaires. Analysis and

interpretation ofdata ,,'ill be given.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TABLING, A.,.,.ALYSIS A.'H} JrlllERPRETATION OF DATA

5.1 Educator's Profile

5.U Sex

R~--ponse Frequency %

Female 61 87

Male 9 13

Total 70 100

According to the above table, 87% of the ~--pondents were

females while 13% were males. All 70 respondents responded to

the above question.. The table shows that the female percentage

was very high as compared to that of males. Although there

were more female educators than males, it never affected the

response positively or negatively for gender was not the issue in

this study. However, for records or profile purposes, it was worth

knowing how many males or females responded to the

questionnaire.
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-1 7 A .::l••~ ge.

Response Frequency 0/0

25-29 )oTS 13 19

30-34 )oTS 19 27

35-39 )TS 19 27

40-44)iTS 12 17

45-49 )iTS 5 7

50-54 )oTS 1 1

55+ 1 1

Total 70 100

The above statistical table shows that the highest percentage was

27, which was an age group that would still be in the teaching

profession for more years to come. Educators whose total was

27% were the ones who still had a responsibility of ensuring that

media resources were utilised in schools. There was a low

percentage of educators from 50 years upwards, which shows that

very few educators would leave the teaching profession soon.. It

would then appear that age groups that are between 25-29 yrs,

(19'%), are the ones on which the implementers of media in

education have to concentrate and the reason might be that they

still have more years (ahead of them) to effect OBE in schools.
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5.1.3 Highest Standard Passed;

Response Frequency 0/0

Std 8 0 0

Std 10 70 100

Total 70 100

The table shows that all 70 respondents i.e. 100% had passed

standard 10. This may augur wen for the introduction of media

stndies. Certainly the standard ofeducation plays a major role for

educators who have to dispense knowledge to the learners.

5.1.4 University Degree/Diploma:

Response Frequency ~{,

Diploma 46 66

Degree 11 16

PIC 10 14

ABET I 1

M+2 years training 2 ...
-'

Total 70 100

66% of the respondents had a teachers' diploma which was a

three (3 to) four (4) year teacher training. This show"S that most

educators had teaching skills. 16% of the respondents had a

university degree, which was an additional bel to their

educators' qualification. 14~·'O and 3% of the respondents did not
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have diplomas, however, they had been trained as educators.

Qualified educators, i.e. educators who have been grounded in

didactic methods, strategies and techniques stood a better chance

of comprehending concepts used in media and outcomes-based

education.

5.1.5 Post Rank:

Response Frequency %

Assistant teachers 63 90

Principals 3 4

HOD 4 6

Total 70 100

According to the foregoing table, 90% of the educators were

assistant educators. 4% of the respondents were principals and

6% were heads of departments. 90%, therefore, VIo'35 the

percentage of educators who were at the classroom level, which

meant that these educators who were directly faced with a

responsibility of implementing outcomes-based approach and

utilising media resource(s).



5.1.6 Oass Enrolment:

Response Frequency %

20-39 9 14

40-49 29 41 I

50-59 8 26

60-69 7 10

70-79 1 1

80-89 4 6

90-99 1 1

100+ 1 1

Total 70 100

The above table shows that most of the classes bad 40-49 learners

which was 41%. This was a large class. According to the

Department of Education, an educator should have 40 learners in

a class. There were very large classes with 80-89 (6%),60-69

(10%), 70-79 (1%), which could hinder effective learning.

Educator motivation to implement an outcomes-based education

approach ""as inhibited by a high number of learners in class.

There were also not enough media resources for all learners in a

class i.e. not enough computers. An educator could not give

enough guidance and suppott.
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5.1.7 Class Enrohnent According to Gender:

Response Enrolment ~'O

Girls 1983 53

Boys 1726 47

Total 3609 100

According to the above table there were more girls (53%) than

boys (47%).

5.2 School Profile

5.2.1 Type:

Response Frequency ~fJ

Urban 20 29

Rural 47 67

Peri-Urban 3 4

Total 70 100

The table shows that most of the respondents teach in rural

schools, i.e. 67%. In most ifu-mnces, rural schools are under

resomced. They lack equipment. Since most of the respondents

(in this questionnaire) said that they teach in rural schooL one

would assume that there was a great need to focus greatly on rural

areas \ViIen it came to introducing media reso~. Urban

schools were 29%.
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5.2.2 Location ofSchool

Response Frequency ~/~

Public 25 36

Community 45 64

Private 0 0

Total 70 100

The above table shows that most of the schools were community

schools (64%). Commmrity schools were built by parents, due to

parents not having money, they could not build extra classrooms

that could be used as media centres, libraries, laboratories, etc.

36% of the respondents were from public schools. Due to

government financial constraints also, most of public schools did

not have media centres and media facilities.

5.2.3 Grades:

Response Frequency ~'o I
R-4 48 68

5-7 16 23

8-10 2 3

8-12 4 6

Total 70 100
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According to the table 68% of the respondents taught at primary

schools, where foundation learning could be done. This means

that media could be introduced at a very early stage, i.e. learners

could be able to use computers early. 23% were Senior Primary

phase. At primary phase learners could capture media basic

skills, especially those ofa computer.

5.2.4 Number ofEducators:

R~---ponse Frequency %

0-10 17 24-

11-20 30 43

21-30 21 30

31-35 2 3

Total 70 100

Most schools where research was conducted had between 11-20

educators, which is 43%. Few schools had between 31-35

educators per school (i.e. 3% ofthe respondents). The question of

staff complement per school has to be taken seriously as it may

either have positive or negative effects in the introduction of

media resources.
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5.2.5 School Enrolment:

Response Frequency %

100-300 14 20

301-500 12 17

501-700 20 29

701-900 10 14

901-1200 8 II

1201-1800 6 9

Total 70 100

The table shOViS that most schools had 501-700 learners per

school. Some schools had a large school enrolment i.e. 901-1200,

(11%) and 1201 - 1800, (9%). Those large schools could not

have enough learning resources that would be enough for all

learners. This had some rippling effects on the introduction of

media resources. The bigger the enrolment, the lesser the

resources.
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5.2.6 Ratio ofEdueator:Leamer:

RespoIL.;e Frequency %

1:30 -1:39 10 14

1:40 -1:49 20 29 I
1:50 - 1:59 21 30

1:60 -1:69 16 23

1:70 - 1:79 1 1

1:80 -1:89 2 3

Total 70 100

The above table shows that most schools had a ratio of 1:50-1:59,

1:40-1:49 ",irich were large nmnbers. The ratio should be 1:40.

There were even 1:80 -1:89, 1:70-1;19, 1:60, which was

impossible for the educator to teach effectively as well as for the

learner to learn effectively. Class control becomes a problem

because there is not enough space for an educator to move around

in a class. Individual attention is not done properly.
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5.3 Physical Facilities

Response Frequency i!l~

Electricity 45 64-

Library/media centre 17 24

Computer 10 14

StoreRoom 43 61 I
Radio 11 16

TV 10 14

Video 9 13

According to the above record, most schools bad electricity

(64%), therefore they could use computers, TV, video and radio.

However, there was a very low percentage of schools that had

TV's and computers. 24% of schools bad lIoraries I media

centres, which "vas a low percentage, this called for more IIDraries

to be built. Most of the schools had store rooms (61%), media

resources could then be supplied to schools because there was a

place where they could be kept safely. The statistics showed that

most schools did not have electronic media i.e. television,

computers, that needs to be taken into account, since schools

should have those media resources.
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Nmnber ofClassrooms:

Response Frequency %

O-to 23 33

11-20 32 46

21-30 15 21

Total 70 100

This statistical record shows that 46% of schools had between 11

20 classrooms. With a high number of learners in each school, it

would be difficult for a school to convert one class into a media

centre. It is therefore ab1mdantly clear that one of the factors that

might inlnbit the introdnction of media education could be the

shortage ofspace, especially when a school has few classrooms.

5.4 Type of Security

Response Frequency %

Locked doors 60 86

Strongroom 26 37

Caretaker 37 53
I
I

Fence 40 57

Alarm 4 6

Other 7 IQ
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86% of schools had doors which could be locked, 51% had a

fence, 53% had a caretaker and 37% had a strong room. This

showed that schools could be provided with e'qJellSive media

resources like TVs and computers because there is security.

Security is important because most schools had suffered from

being victims ofextensive theft.

5.5 Educator Media Related Training

5.5.1 Media Workshops Attended:

Response Frequency %

Yes 69 99

No I I

Total 70 100

A very high percentage Le. 99% of educators attended media

workshops. This laid the fertile ground for the implementation of

media education because most schools were willing to send their

educators to workshops.
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5.5.2 Type of Workshops Attended:

Response Frequency ~{,

Print 70 100 I
Radio 2 3

TV 2 3

Computer 1 1

loo% of the respondents attended print media workshops. that

means that most schools could make use of newspapers and

magazines in their learning. 3% had attended radio and TV

workshops. 1% attended a computer workshop. This showed

that there should be more educator workshops on the use of

electronic media resource(s). The fact that educators attended

workshops on a variety of media, implied that schools were

positively and progressively preparing themselves fur outcomes

based education.

5.5.3 Training (by):

Response Frequency ~1l

NGO 70 100

Department 2 ~

.j

Company 1 1 I
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The table shows that NGO's had contrIbuted l~;' of teacher

departmental workshops.

training A very Iow percentage of educators attended

The education department should

organise more educator workshops.

5.5.4 Duration oftraining:

Response Frequency 0/0

1 day 0 0

2 days 1 1

3 days 0 0

week 7 10

other 62 89

Total 70 100

This record shows that 98% of educators attended workshops

more than a week. In ca..<:es where educators attended less than a

week, the feeling is that school discipline is affected ",,"hen one or

two educators are away. Sometimes in cases where schools have

to pay, the management is not willing to foot the bill However,

those educators who attended a workshop for at least a week:

stood a better chance of comprehending the nitty gritties of using

and operating certain media tools effeetp....eIy.

<-".
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5.5.5 Material Used During Training:

Response Frequency ,0
Yes 70 100

No 0 0

Total 70 100

According to this table 70 respondents, 100% use media material

and equipment during training. Media material that was used was

relevant to the classroom situation. Educators used the material

that was accessible, and cheap. That material could be collected

even by learners.

5.5.6 List ofmaterial used:

Response Frequency %

Radio 1 1

Print 70 100

Handouts 70 100

The above statistics show that 100% of the respondents received

print media (newspapers and magazines) and handouts. 1%

received the radio and print, no edncators mentioned that they

used TV and computer which means that schools need to be

equipped with means ofusing these electronic media.
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5.5.7 Material Used in the Classroom:

Response Frequency ~'Q

Yes 70 100

No 0 0 .

Total 70 100

The foregoing table shows, that all 70 respondents, 100% used the

material in their classes that they received from. workshops. One

could then assume that the important thing would be a follow up,

appraisal and assessment on how the material ",as used.

5.5.8 Equipment and Material that was Useful:

Response Frequency ~{,

Yes 70 100

No 0 0

Total 70 100

According to the table 70 respondents (i.e. 100%) used those

materials and equipment, and found them useful. They were able

to achieve the outcome for that particular lesson. The material

which served as learning aids kept learners active and fully

participating.
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Most Useful Equipment and Material:

Response Frequency ~~

Yes 70 100

No 0 0

Total 70 100

The above table shows that 100% ofthe respondents found

the equipment and material most useful. Educators were able

to achieve outcomes that were set.

5.5.l0 Availability ofa Special Room or Part ofthe Oassroom

for Media Work:

Response Frequency %

Yes 30 43

No 40 57

Total 70 100

According to the table, 57% of the respondents did not have a

special room or part of the classroom for media work, however,

43% had a special room oepart of the classroom for media work.

It is therefore vital that educators are encomaged to have at least

part of the classroom used to store media material and equipment

where learners can even do extra tasks.
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5.6 Learning

5.6.1 Significant Changes Made in the Classroom:

Response Frequency %

Grouping 54 77

Assessment 2 3

Problem Solving 13 19

Communication 9 13

Classroom arrangement 18 26

Active learning 27 39

The above statistics show that grouping had made a significant

change. Learners had become more active. 26% of educators

changed the desks arrangement in their classrooms, from rov.-s to

groups. Learners had an opportunity to conmumicate easily as

they solved problems. Assessment, which is 3% showed that it

remained one of the major-stumbling blocks for educators. It

needed special attention, educators had a problem with the new

method of assessing their learners. Besides a good or positive

response on grouping, more attention still needed to be paid on

problem-soI"ing, communication, active learning and classroom

arrangement.
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5.6.2 Educator-Leamer Relationship:

Response Frequency ~a

leamer-centred 65 92

dialogue 4 7

teacher-centred I I

Total 70 100

92% of the respondents said that learning was learner-centred.

learners were actively involved in the activity for most of the

lesson. 1% of the respondents used a teaeher- centred approach

where learners would sit in rows, and a teacher did the talking

while learners sat passively, listening. 7% of the respondents used

a dialogic method where there was communication/interaction

between educators and learners. This edueator-learner

relationship, which is dialogic augurs well fur outcomes-based

education. OBE emphasises activity and critical thinking

5.6.3 Learners' Involvement in the Activity:

Response Frequency ~~

active 59 84

pasSive I I

group work 57 81 I
solve problems 41 59
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According to the table, most of the learners (i_e. 84%) were kept

actively involved, fully participating in the activity, worked in

groups (81%), and solved problems (59%). 1% shows that a few

number of learners were still involved in activities where they

became passive recipients. OBE favours action and this should be

encouraged.

5_6.4 Grouping ofLearners:

Response Frequency '70

gender 1 I

mi.xed abilities 70 100

level of ability 3 4

age 2 3

The above table shows that IOO~'o of learners were grouped in

mi.xed abilities, so that brighter learners could help others. 4% of

learners were grouped according to their levels of ability to

challenge each other. 3% of the learners were grouped according:

to their age. This enabled the educator to assess the work that

could be mostly done effectively by learners of a particular age

group. 1% of learners were grouped accordin~ to gender, so that

learners of the same sex could discuss things that pertained to

their sex, or games that were most relevant to their sex, e.g.

soccer (boys) or netball (girls).
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5.6.5 How Group Work Help Learners:

Response Frequency ~{,

share ideas 63 90

help each other 50 71

be responsible 42 60

IDlderstand each other 41 59

According to the table, 90% of the respondents, said that learners

were able to share ideas. They discussed in their groups. 71%

said that learners were able to help one another in the aet:Mty.

Life skills were also developed. 60% of the learners developed a

sense of responsibility. 59% were able to tmderstand one another,

i.e. they learned to be tolerant and ac~eptedone another.

5.6.6 Support From School Management.

Response Frequency ~/~

Yes 58 83

No 12 17

Total 70 100

The table shows that 83% of the respondents received support

from the school management, and particularly from the principaL

That showed that management was "'illine: to assi,..q educators to
~ -

adopt some progressive ways ofteaching However, 17% ofthe
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respondents did not get any support from the school management

which made both teaching and learning difficult.

5.6.7 Kind ofSupport Received:

Response Frequency ~-o

learning material 44 63

workshops 36 51

63% of the respondents said that the school management

supported by providing learning material e.g. brought magazines,

and paid for workshops that an educator attended-

5.6.8 Support from Parents:

Response Frequency ~o

Yes 33 47
I

No 37 53

Total 70 100

According to the table, 53% of the respondents did not get support

from parents, this may be due to illiteracy, poor home- school

relationship, and work on the part of the parent. 47% however,

had good home - school relationship. One could say that home

school relationship is ofcardinal importance in the introdnctiOl1 of

OBE in schools.
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5.6.9 Kind ofSupport Received:

Response Frequency 0;0_

r..1aterial 15 21

Homework 21 30

According to the table, 30% of the respondents bad parents

helping their children with homework, educators could thus give

learners extra work to be done at home. 21% got learning

materials from parents, and this increased the number of learning

aids.

5.7 Media Resources and OBE

5. i.l Should Media resources be included in the new

curriculum as learnng aids:

Response Frequency 0/0

Yes iO 100

No 0 0

Total 70 100

The above table shows that all iO ofthe respondents (lOQl%) were

of the idea that media resources should be included in the new

curriculum as learning aids.
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5.7.2 Why, Yes?

Frequency %

For technological skills 10 13

Communication 13 19

FunJInterest aroused 6 9

Affordable (j)rint) 6 9

Bring real world into the classroom 6 9

Effective learning 29 41

Total 70 100

41% of the respondents said that media was essential for effective

learning. 19% of the respondents were of the idea that it

promoted communication. 9% said that learners enjoyed the

lessons and learning became interesting. (13%) of the

re:.-pondents said that TV's , computers, radios helped. to develop

technological skills, thus preparing learners fur the future. 9%

supported the idea ofusing media in the classroom because media

resources brought the real world into the classroom e.g. news,

intemet etc.

5.7.3 Why not?

Frequency % I.
f-------o-------o-----~
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No respondent said that media resources should not be used as a

learning aid in the new curriculum. Therefore. educators

supported the idea ofimplementing media resources in learning

5.i.4 Achievement ofOutcomes:

Response Frequency %

Easy 59 84

Different 11 16

Total 70 100

According to the statistics, 84% of the respondents fuund the

achievement of outcomes easy. however. 16% still found it

difficult to achieve outcomes.

5.7.5 \\That is Most Difficult about OBE?

Response Frequency %

Lack of learning j Teaching resources 35 50

Teaching resources j Lack oftraining 53 76

Large classes Il 16

76% of the respondents said that there 'was a lack of teacher

training. Educators could not implement new OBE methOOs

confidently vrithout training. Learning was ineffective without a

resource, 50% needed learning and teaching resources e.g.
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learner's books, stationery, educator guides etc. 16% had a

problem of large classes which made the application ofnew OBE

methods difficult. That also raised a problem where media

resources were inadequate to be used by learners.

5.7.6 Support Specifically for OBE:

Response Frequency %

Yes IS 21

No 55 79

Total 70 100

According to the table, 79% of educators did not receive support

specifically for OBE, whilst 21% received OBE support:. There is

therefore a dire need to intensifY a campaign on the use of media

to effect OBE activities.

5.7.7 Kind ofSupport:

Response Frequency %

Teaching aids 14 20

Workshops 29 41

41% of the respondents attended OBE workshops and 20% got

teaching aids, vlmch helped them to use OBE methods and to

develop OBE activities.
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5.8 Language Utilised During MediafOBE Acti"ities

5.8.1 Medium ofInstmction:

Response Frequency %

IsiZulu 25 36

English 60 86

Afiikaans 1 1

Other 0 0

According to the table, 86 % of schools used English as a medium

of instruction. This would make it easy to understand computer

commands, and to use a variety of newspapers and magazines in

both first and second languages. 36% of the respondents used

IsiZulu as a medium of instruction. Media resources could still

be used e.g. radio, newspaper, magazines and video. 1% of the

respondents used Afrikaans as a medium of instruction, which

was also not a problem when the school used media resources.

5.8.2 Dorrrinant home language for learners:

Response Frequency ~1l.

IsiZulu 69 99

Sotho I I

Total 70 100
f
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The above table shows that IsiZulu (99%) was a dominant home

language for learners. The majority of learners used their

vernacular language to interact v.'ith each other. 1% used Sotho as

a home language. Most of the media resources which were

written in IsiZulu were the most popular ones.

5.8.3 Other home languages that are used by learners:

Response Frequency % I
Xhosa 5 7 !

!
Sotho 2 3 I
Siswati ~ 4 IJ

Lingua Franca I 1

Thongo 1 I

According to the table, learners could use more than one

language, 7% of the learners could speak Xhosa, 3% Sotho, 4%

Siswati, I% Lingua Franca and 1% Thong\}. This could allow

for media resources in other languages. It helps other learners to

learn more languages as South Africa is a multi-lingual and multi

ethnic COlllltry.
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5.9 EVALUATION OF DATA ACQUIRED THROUGH

THE USE OF THE QUE.STIONNAIR.L

This study looked into "Media as resource in Outcomes Based

Education". Through responses that were receival the

researcher found that media is an important learning resoun:e.It

helped learners to interact with the outside world. Media serves

as an effective educational tooL especially in the implementation

of OBE. In this chapter tables 5.5, 5.5.2,5.5.6,5.5.7,5.5.8,

5.6.1,5.6.2,5.7.,5.7.2.,5.7.4., played a role in confinning the

stated hypothesis.

The current researcher is involved in educator-trairnn17 on how toC-'

use media resources in the classroom. and how to implement an

OBE approach. Some media projects have succeeded in

introducing new methods and material with the project schools.

Educators were able to apply the material. These projects have

also succeeded in avoiding certain problems that educators

encounter e.g. project concepts that are too abstract and simple

un\voIkable in the classroom. not fleXIble time table. However,

we could not say that those educators need not attend more

workshops. They should attend other workshops in order to be

kept updated and to be aware of the changes that take place in

education.
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5.10 COi\CLUSION

In this chapter, the researcher focused on the analysis of data

collected through questionnaires. Open questions were used to

encourage respondents to expand on comments and offer

opinions about the use of media resources, and the introduction of

the OBE approach in the curriculum. Questionnaires were

distributed to principals, heads of departments and edncators,

especially those from schools which had begun implementing the

OBE approach.

In chapter four, the researcher tried to show that all four

researched media could be used effectively in the classroom. This

chapter further shows that learning can be either learner-centred or

teacher-centred. It also proves that active learning is poSSIble,

where learners are all actively involved in the lesson. The OBE

approach could be effected achieve through the inclusion of the

mentioned method i.e. which is learner- centredness.

The next chapter ~i1l focus on findings recommendations and the

need for further study.
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CHAPTER SL"X

FIl\'DINGS, REC01\n,IEI'i'DATIONS, Al'in

CONCLUSION

6.1 FURTHER STAIE\tlENT OF THE PROGRA."BIE

OF STUDY

CHAPTER ONE

Chapter one dealt with the general introduction and orientation 10

the problem. Motivation to the study fOT the need ofthe research

was stated, the statement of the problem was also stated,. aims of

the study were given. A hypothesis was given and explained.

Terms used in the study were defined. A proposed method of

research was given and a breakdown ofchapters was tabled too.

CHAPTER TWO

Chapter two dealt with some theoretical background on media in

education and its relevance to OBE The philosophical views and

theories on the role ofmedia were discussed- Schools ofthougbts

like pragmatism. progressivism and constructionism were
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discussed, focusing on their opinions on tire role of media in

schooling. The critical role ofmedia a teacher was discussed.

Lastly, the researcher looked at tire role of media where learning

is cbild-eentred.

Chapter three discussed some forms of media and relevance to

outcomes-based education (OBE). Newspapers, radio, television

and computer were discussed. The role of each kind of media

was discussed. Teaching and learning methods of using media

resources were discussed, and were simplified into steps. The

researcher wanted to show how these media resources could be

employed practically.

CHAPTER FOIJR

In chapter four, tire researcher discussed the research design and

method of research used- Research tools that were used were

discussed, i.e. questionnaires.. The respondents were principals,
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heads of departments and assistant educators, who were <frawn

from Empangeni and illundi Regions.

CHAPTER FI\;'E

Chapter five was based on the analysis of data collected. Seventy

respondents Ietnmed questionnaires, and data was interpteted.

Simple random sampling was used. A computer was used to

analyse data, and responses were intelpteted accordingly.

CHAPTER SIX

Chapter SIX dealt with the research findings.

recommendations and summary ofall chapters in this study.

A need for further research in the study was suggested.

6.2 SUMMARY OF FIl'I'DINGS

The results that were gathered through questionnaires showed that

media resources are of great necessity in schools. particularly for

blacks.
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The researcher found that educators wanted to inclurle media

resources in their teaching. It was found that most teachers

(100%) attended print media (ncI.vspapers and magazine)

workshops. Those that attended workshops received mateti'al

(newspapers and magazines), used these creatively in the

classroom. According to the respondents., all of them used

material that they received- This showed the wrThngness of

educators to change from traditional methods where learners are

passive to a progressive method which stresses learner

involvement. This resource served as a vehicle for innovative

educational and educator development. Further, there is no doubt

that it is used by trained educators, and that it resnIts in implOved

pupil performance.

The researcher found that very few schools have all furms of

media resources. Although some schools have electricity and

media centre, they do not have computers, radios and tebision..

However, if one looks to futme curriculum development, these

types of media resources would be of utmost importance, and

each and every school would do well by getting them

It was found that group WOlt was popular. Grouping was the

primary focus for classroom activity. Group work that encourages
""'-'
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active learning occurs when learning is learner-eentred. Learner

centred approach was also popular. Leamer-eentred approach

and active learning are seen as central to supporting OBE and

curriculum 2005 in wirich an educator is seen as a fucilitator who

helps and guides learners to teach themselves. Where the

educator is a facilitator, learning is learner-eentred and learners

help each other (i.e. the learner and the educator). Conversely,

only 1% of the respondents say that they applied teacher-eentred

approach in their teaching.

For group work to be entirely effective, the educator needs to

present a specific set ofhighly stl1lctllred tasks to each group, and

provide sufficient learning material for all of them. One major

problem that the researcher identified, is that of large classes and

imbalance of the teacher- learner ratio. The department seems to

have a theoretical mean educator-learner ratio (which is 1:40).

Teaching and learning becomes impossible where there is

overcrowding in a class. The application of an OBE applOach

with its grouping method is not easily applicable. Classes become

small and there is hardly a space to arrange desks fur group work.

The department as well as people who support education by

supplying resources like computers could not supply 60 computers

for each class. This backlog in the supply of important fucilities
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like the computer proved that schools were not keeping pace w-ith

the 'Computer or information technology age.' Patently, some

strategies ",ill have to be devised by NGO's, the private sector,

the public schools and the government to ensure the supply of

media resources.

6.3 RECOMMEJ."\'DATIONS

* There should be more educator training workshops to equip

educators with new OBE methods of teaching. Educatnrs

~~be~on~to~~~ese~~

in the classroom.. More seminars. workshops, conferences and

S)'IDpOsia must be held to ensure all stakeholders in education.

* Schools shouldbe suppliedwith all kinds ofmedia resources,

Le. print, computer, television and radio. This, ofcourse has

far-reaching implications for finance.

* Media centres should be built for each school Ifthat is

impoSSIble due to financial constIaints, a class may be

converted into a media centre.
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,. Vlhere group work method is impossIole due to large classes,

pair work could be used. A leamer could work with another

learner sitting next to her or him. It is also recommended that

group work should be more suited to application orpractice of

knowledge already learned than to leaming ofentirely new

concepts.

,. There should be sufficient learning material for all learners.

This would encourage active learning and full participation by

allleamers. It should be noted that for print media.

newspapers, and especially magazines, relevant pictures and

stories are essential for learners. More extensive arnmgements

could also be made to supply multiple copies ofold newspapers

to schools. The implementation ofOBE and the ntTlisation of

media resources should be coupled with motivating learners to

read extensively.

,. Pair work should be encouraged where learners develop c0

operative skills.

,. Individual method should also be encouraged. This will '

enhance skills like decision making., and learners willleam to

make their own choices.
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* Parents should be invited to come to school They should be

informed about changes in education. They could help by

providing other media resources, e.g. newspapers. Also, with

the introduction of the new curriculum, more support from

parents e.g. help with homework, collecting lemningmater1al

and so forth, is ofparamount importance.

* It is very I.ikely that some school management support

educators, however, there were some schools ",nere

principals did not support teachers. It is thus recommended

that school management support educators in the school

through. bU}ing learning and teaching material.

* Partnership with media people should be encouraged, so that

schools can get media equipment and material. Schools can

for instance pay a monthly or a quarterly premium to or wi1h

certain companies for newspapers. In this manner, newspapers

could be delivered regularly at schools.

* \\-'here media resources are used, the emphasis should

fall on encouraging some thinking skills.
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For cornpetency-based learning , the implementltion of critical

outcomes and the introduction ofa teacher-learnerpartnersh:ip

style of learning, all schools should be assisted in the use of

media. This necessitates a need fur more vigorous collaboration

with the private sector, non-governmental organisations and media

centres.

6.4 THE NEED FOR FI.JRTHER RESEARCH

The researcher would like to add that there is a need for further

research in the field. Wuh the introduction of the new curricuIurn.
inclusion ofmedia as resource in learning, there is a need for

further· research. This will help to equip erluratOI'S with

facilitation skills that will assist both the educator and the learner

to achieve outcomes. This will also enable the educator to become

more ofa facilitator and be confident. There is a dire need for the

private sector, NGO'S, schools and government to collaborate

and initiate applied research on the role of media and outcomes

based edllcation.

Further research in this subject ""ill shed more light, and a wider

field will be covered. The researcher also fecls that further study
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should cover other regions in South Africa, as well as all racial

groups.

6.5 CONCLUSION

The researcher focused on ~Media as resource in outcomes-based

education class". Chapter one stated the problem and terms were

defined. In chapter two some theoretical background. on media

education., and the philosophical views and some schools of

thoughts on the role of media in schooling were discussed

Chapter three gave some forms of media resources and their

relevance to OBE. In chapter four the researcher dealt with

research design and methods of research. In chapter five, the

researcher gave the tabling, analysis and interpretation of data

collected- In chapter six the researcher discussed the research

findings, recommendations, need for further research in the study

and conclusion.

Research conducted on the use ofmedia as resource :in outcomes

based education class, is believed, .vill contnbute toward

changes that take place :in the new education system. Further

research and studies :in this subject are therefore suggested,
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especially those concentrating on the philosophical approach.

Philosophical views and theories should be established, which link

to the new curriculum and media resources that are included in the

working curriculum.
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5.2 SCHOOL PROFILE

Name of institution

188

: Total _

5.2.1 Type
Urban 0 1

Rural 0 Z

Pen-urban 0 3

5.2.2 Location of school

Public 0 l

Community 0 Z

Private 0 3

5.2.3 Grades
Rto3!4 0 I

5to7 0 2

8 to 10 0 3

8 to 12 0 4

5.2.4 Number ofeducators

5.2.5 School enrolment

5.2.6 Educator-Learner Ratio
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5.3 PHYSICAL FACILmES

Does the institution have :

electricity 0 1

hbrary Jmedia centre D 2

computer D 3

storeroom D 4

radio 0 5

tcle\<ision D 6

video D ..
f

5.3.1 Number ofclassrooms

5.4 TI"PE OF SECURI1Y

Does the institution have:

locked doors

strongroom

caretaker

fence

alarm system

other

0 1

0 2

0 3

'0 4

0 5

0 6:""",," -}
''.r spe:dy
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5.5 EDUCATOR MEDL~ REL".TED TRAL"IING

5.5.1 Have you attended any print (magazim1newspaper), radio,
computer, television workshops?

Yes--- No---

5.5.2 Ifyes, which one have you attended?

print 0 1

radio 0 Z

television 0 3

computer 0 4

All ofthe above 0 5

5.5.3 Who offered the training? (e.g. NGO, Department,. Company,
other)

NGO 0 I

Department 0 2

Company 0 3

Other 0 4

5.5.4 How long was the trainin~?

1 day

2 days

o
o

I

2
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3 days 0 3

week 0 4

Other 0 5 (please specify)

5.5.5 Any material or equipment used during training?

Yes No

5.5.6 Ifyes, list the material or equipment used

5.5.7 Did you use any ofthe above material In the classroom?

Yes No

5.5.8 Did you find the equipment and material useful?

Yes No

5.5.9 Ifyes, which were the most useful?
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5.5.10 After training, did you have any specialist room or part of
the classroom for media work ?

Yes No

5.6 LEARt"IL"IG

5.6.1 What are the 3 most significant changes you made inyour
classroom?

5.6.2 How would you refer to the educator-lemnerrelarionsbip in
your lesson?

leamer-centred 0 1

dialogue 0 2

teacher-centred 0 3

5.6.3 How is learner's involvement in the activity?

active participation D 1

passive (does not participate) 0 2
.

able to work in a group 0 3

able to solve problems 0 4
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5.6.4 How do you group your learners?

gender i.e. boys or girls 0 1

mixed abilities 0 2

level ofability 0 3

age 0 4

5.6.5 Group work helps leamers to:

share ideas D I

help each other 0 2

be responsible 0 3

understand each other D 4

5.6.6 Do you receive any support from your school management?

Yes No

5.6.7 Ifyes, what kind ofsupport?

5.6.8 Do you receive any support from the parents?

Yes No
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5.6.9 Ifyes, what kind of support?

5.7 MEDL<\ RESOIJRCES A.~1) OUTCOMES BASED
EDUCATION (OBE)

5.7.1 Do you think that print media, radio, television., computer
should be included in the new curriculum as learning aids?

Yes

5.7.2 Ifyes, \'lily?

5.7.3 Ifno, why?

No

5.7.4 When you are using media resources, how do you find
achi~ing outcomes?

Easy __ Difficult

5.7.5 W1Iat do you find most difficult about OBE?
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5.7.6 Do you receive any SlippQrt specifically for OBE?

Yes No

5.7.7 Ifyes, what kind of support do you receive?

8. L4i~GUAGE

5.8.1 \¥hat is the medium ofinstruction?

IsiZuIu 0 1

English 0 2
~

Afrikaans 0 3

Other (pleas:: specify) 0 4

5.8.2 \\-'hat is the dominant home language for learners?

5.8.3 Write other home languages that are tL~by learners'?
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